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Project Title
NRG Ellwood Battery Storage Project
Case No. 15-145-CUP

2
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Project Location, Access, and Site Conditions
The project is located at 30 Las Armas Road, Goleta, CA 93117 (Assessor’s Parcel Number
[APN] 079-210-003). The proposed project site is inside the existing 1.5-acre Ellwood
Generating Station (EGS) site. The EGS site houses combustion turbines and ancillary
structures for visual screening, as well as a parking lot and a perimeter fence and wall. The
proposed project site is located in the northeastern corner of the existing EGS site and
encompasses an area measuring approximately 60 feet by 100 feet in size. Figures 1 and 2
show the project region and location. Figure 3a shows surrounding land uses. An existing
structural wall runs along the western boundary of the project site and an existing eight-foot
high concrete perimeter wall forms the southern, eastern, and northern boundaries. A
security gate is located in the southern perimeter wall of the project site.
Photographs of the view from the project area toward the EGS facility are provided in Figures
3b and 3c.
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Figure 1 Vicinity Map
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Figure 2 Project Location
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Figure 3a Surrounding Land Uses
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Figure 3b Photos
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Figure 3c Photos
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The EGS property (and proposed project site) is accessed via Hollister Avenue, approximately
0.35 mile east of the US 101/Winchester Canyon Road/Hollister Avenue interchange. This area
is primarily developed with commercial and residential land uses. Surrounding land uses are
shown in Figure 3a and include the following:







To the west: recently constructed residential development (The Hideaway) and a future
Santa Barbara County Fire Station (Station 10) immediately west of the residential
development
To the north: an active Union Pacific Railroad rail line and US 101
To the east: an undeveloped 2.1-acre lot (APN 079-210-053) owned by NRG Energy Inc.
(NRG), Ellwood Elementary School, and a senior living facility (the Mariposa of Ellwood
Shores development) that is under construction to the west of the elementary school
South to Hollister: commercial parking facility (generally vacant)

Other land uses in the project vicinity include the Sandpiper Golf Course, located south of
Hollister Avenue; a residential development (The Bluffs); and Ellwood Mesa Open Space land
preserve located east of the golf course. As indicated in the photographs provided above, the
EGS property (including proposed project site) is visible from Las Armas Road and nearby
residences at The Hideaway development, the US 101 freeway, the active Southern Pacific
Railroad rail line, and vacant properties to the south and east of the site.
An existing Conditional Use Permit (CUP) provides for the operation of the EGS facility (CUP
No. 61-CP-10, Santa Barbara County). The General Plan land use designation for the EGS site
(including the proposed project location) is Public/Quasi Public, and the zoning designation is
Public Works, Utilities, and Private Service Facilities.
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Project Sponsor’s Name and Address
Applicant/Owner:
NRG Energy, Inc.
5790 Fleet Street, Suite 200
Carlsbad, CA 92008
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Project Description
The NRG Energy, Inc. Ellwood Battery Storage Project (proposed project) would include
installation of one modular battery storage system with a capacity of 500 kilowatts (kW) on
the existing EGS site in western Goleta, California (site address and surrounding land uses
described above).
The proposed project would not include any changes to the existing EGS facility or affect
operation of the EGS combustion turbines (described below). The project would connect with
an existing Southern California Edison (SCE) 16-kilavolt (kV) distribution line, which connects
to SCE’s Isla Vista Substation to the south. This distribution line currently provides station
service to the EGS site and would both provide energy to recharge the battery storage system,
as well as dispatch energy generated by the battery storage system.
No new above-ground electrical transmission or distribution lines would be required for the
project. At the EGS site, the required distribution voltage cable would be run below-grade
through an existing underground conduit and would terminate at the base of an existing SCE
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distribution pole located immediately adjacent to the EGS. This additional line would not add
to the existing visible SCE distribution lines.
The battery storage equipment would be blocked from public view by existing perimeter walls
and vegetative screening. Additional night lighting installed in the project site would be
shielded and directed downward. Light fixtures would be designed to blend with the existing
structural features. No substantial changes to the existing power poles or conductors would
be required as part of the project.

Project Purpose and Background
Battery storage is used to reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with gas-fired power
generation facilities by storing energy during off-peak hours (lower energy usage/demand
times), and dispatching this energy on an as-needed basis during peak demand hours. This
technology reduces the amount of fossil fuels consumed during peak hours and maximizes
usage of energy from renewable sources such as wind and solar facilities that may not be able
to produce energy during times of peak demand.
The proposed project would increase local electricity production, thereby supporting the
stability of the local electrical grid. The project’s location on the existing EGS site is near the
western terminus of SCE’s service territory, enabling connection to the existing grid.
The California Independent System Operator (CAISO) would control the dispatching of
electricity from the project. Electricity dispatched from the battery storage system would
supplement the existing peaking capacity available to the CAISO system.

Ellwood Generating Station and Electrical Distribution System
The EGS is a peaking power facility that is owned and operated by NRG. SCE purchased the
EGS property in 1960 and 1961. Prior to its ownership of the EGS property, SCE had leased a
portion of the property on which it operated an electrical switchyard since 1929. In 1961, SCE
obtained a permit (County of Santa Barbara Conditional Use Permit 61-CP-10) to expand the
existing electrical switchyard, which became known as the Ellwood Substation. In 1972, the
Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District (APCD) issued SCE an Authority to
Construct (ATC) for the EGS and the existing EGS power-generation equipment was installed in
1973.
The EGS consists of two 27-megawatt (MW) gas-fired combustion turbines comprising 54 MW
of total capacity. The EGS is permitted to operate 24 hours per day and up to 400 hours (16.6
days) per calendar year (a 4.5 percent capacity factor). Generally, the EGS operates for short
durations of time to address peak demand and stability needs of the electric grid. Power from
the EGS feeds into SCE’s existing 69-kV distribution line, which connects to the Goleta
Substation located to the east.
The EGS combustion turbines and associated equipment are enclosed in an architecturally
treated, roofless structure. Services are not provided to the EGS site. Water is trucked in and
stored onsite for use during operations in order to control air pollution emissions. Records of
air emissions and fuel use are maintained for the EGS site.
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Project Design and Layout
The proposed project would include one modular battery storage system situated in an
enclosure measuring 40 feet long, eight feet wide, and 9.5 feet high. This enclosure would
house arrays of lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries and associated wiring and controls. The battery
enclosure would be the tallest structure on the site and may be visible above the existing
perimeter wall, which measures eight feet high. Actual visibility will depend upon final
engineering/grading and the angle of view. No new landscaping is proposed as part of the
project. Existing vegetation along the site perimeter would not be modified.
Figure 4 shows the project’s electrical plan, including proposed placement of the battery
storage system enclosure, transformers and the power distribution center (PDC), and power
conversion system (PCS) enclosures inside the existing enclosed and gated site. Figure 5 shows
the project’s site plan in relation to the existing EGS facilities. New and existing facilities are
indicated as “N” and “E,” respectively. Figure 6 provides the single-line electrical diagram for
the battery storage system.
The battery storage system enclosure would be placed in the northeastern portion of the EGS
site. This portion of the site is currently vacant. The battery storage system enclosure would
be placed on shallow, cast-in-place reinforced concrete piers (also referred to as footings)
measuring about two feet in diameter and rising four to six inches above ground. The footings
would extend approximately 18 inches below the existing grade. There would be six footings
for the battery storage unit: one at each corner and two in the midsection. The auxiliary
equipment would be mounted on individual reinforced concrete pad foundations sized for the
equipment (dimensions are shown on Figure 4).
The area under the battery storage system would be graveled in accordance with standard
construction practices. The area would be impervious following project implementation.
Dimensions of the proposed project components, as well as the battery storage unit
enclosure, are provided in Appendix A and summarized in Table 1 below.
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Table 1 Battery Storage System Component Dimensions
Battery Storage
System
Component

Height
(ft)

Width
(ft)

Length
(ft)

Battery Storage
System
Enclosure

1

9.5

8

40

Power
Conversion
System (PCS)

1

9

11

5

Power
Distribution
Center (PDC)

1

8

12

10

2000 kVa PadMounted
Transformer

1

6

6

7

75 kVa PadMounted
Auxiliary
Transformer

1

6

7.5

6

Pad-Mounted
Switchgear

1

4

5

2.5

NA
6

2

2

100

Cable Trench
Totals

10

Number
of Units

Foundation
Surface Area
(sq ft)

Excavation
Volume (cy)

NA

2

55

7

120

12

Concrete pad, 4
to 6 in above
grade, 18 in
below grade
Concrete pad, 4
to 6 in above
grade, 18 in
below grade

43

5

45

6

Concrete pad, 4
to 6 in above
grade, 18 in
below grade

12.5

2

NA
275.5

15
49

Foundation
Design
Concrete footings
(6 per unit), 2 ft
diameter, 4 to
6 in above grade,
2 ft below grade
Concrete pad,
11 ft by 5 ft, 4 to
6 in above grade,
18 in below grade
Concrete pad, 4
to 6 in above
grade, 18 in
below grade
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Figure 4 Electrical Plan
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Figure 5 Battery Storage Plan
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Figure 6 Electrical Main Single Line
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The project site is level and would require no grading to install the battery storage equipment.
Earthwork would be limited to excavation of the concrete footings and electrical conduit
banks, as well as PDC, PCS, and transformer pads. Total excavation would be approximately 10
cubic yards of soil.
Additional external project features (civil, structural, and electrical) include:



Two pad-mounted low-voltage transformers located in the battery storage system walled
area adjacent to the battery containers.
Two low-voltage yard lights installed to illuminate the battery storage equipment during
nighttime hours.

Figure 7 provides photographs of typical battery storage system components that are
representative of the proposed project.

Battery Storage System Components
The key components of the battery storage system are described below.








Batteries. Individual Li-ion cells form the core of the battery storage system. Cells are
assembled either in series or parallel connection in sealed battery modules. The cells
would have an operating direct current (DC) voltage ranging from two to six volts, while
the battery modules would have a DC voltage range between 40 to 60 volts. The battery
modules would be installed in self-supporting racks electrically connected either in a
series or parallel to each other. The operating rack-level DC voltage ranges between 700
and 1,000 volts. The individual battery racks are connected in series or parallel
configuration to deliver the battery storage system energy and power rating.
Battery Storage System Enclosure and Controller. The battery storage system enclosure
would house the batteries described above, as well as the battery storage system
controller. The battery storage system controller is a multi-level control system designed
to provide a hierarchical system of controls for the battery modules, PCS, medium voltage
system, and up to the point of connection with the electrical grid. The controllers ensure
that the battery storage system effectively mimics conventional turbine generators when
responding to grid emergency conditions. The battery storage system enclosure would
also house required heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and fire protection
systems.
Power Conversion System. The PCS consists of an inverter, protection equipment, DC and
alternating current (AC) circuit breakers, filter equipment, equipment terminals, and
connection cabling system. Electric energy is transferred from the existing power grid to
the project batteries during a battery charging cycle and from the project batteries to the
power grid during a battery discharge cycle. The PCS converts electric energy from AC to
DC when the energy is transferred from the grid to the battery and from DC to AC when
the energy is transferred from the battery to the grid. The energy conversion is enabled by
a bi-directional inverter that connects the DC battery system to the AC electrical grid. The
PCS AC operating voltage would be 480 volts AC nominal and the DC operating voltage
would be between 700 and 1,000 volts with a power rating of 500 kW
2000 kVA Transformer. The 2000 kilovolt amp (kVA) transformer is a pad-mounted
transformer that transforms the AC side output of the PCS to medium AC voltage in the
range of 16 kV to increase the overall efficiency of the battery storage system and to
protect the PCS in the event of system electrical faults. One or more PCS units would be
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Figure 7 Grid Battery
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connected to the discharge transformer either in a two-winding or three-winding
configuration. The rating range for the discharge transformer is 2000 kVA.
75 kVA Auxiliary Transformer. The 75-kVA auxiliary is a pad-mounted transformer that
transforms 16-kVA power from the SCE distribution system to 480-volt (V) power for the
charging of the battery modules and operation of the battery storage system auxiliary
equipment.
Medium Voltage (MV) Switchgear. The MV switchgear for the battery storage system
would connect the battery storage system to the existing 16-kVA power distribution
system and provide the required level of protection during electrical faults in the system.

Electrical Distribution
SCE maintains 16-kV electrical distribution lines that run in a north to south alignment along
the east side of Las Armas Road, connecting the existing EGS to the electrical grid. These lines
and associated conductors are supported on a combination of wooden poles and tubular steel
poles.
The proposed battery storage system would deliver power to the SCE system at distribution
voltage (16 kV). No new above-ground electrical transmission or distribution lines would be
required for the proposed project. Inside the existing EGS site, the proposed project’s
distribution voltage cable would be run below grade through existing underground conduit
and would terminate at the base of an existing SCE distribution pole immediately adjacent to
the EGS site. This additional line would not add to the existing visible SCE distribution lines.
SCE completed an interconnection study to evaluate whether any upgrades to the SCE system
would be required to accommodate the battery storage system. The study indicates that no
new power poles or overhead conductors would be required between the EGS site and the
Isla Vista Substation in order to accommodate the proposed project. SCE would install minor
equipment upgrades to the existing Isla Vista Substation control system, inside the
substation’s existing perimeter fence.

Project Construction
Construction of the proposed project would include implementation of driveway
improvements, installation of footings and equipment pads, and installation of the proposed
battery storage system components described above. Construction vehicles and equipment
would use the existing EGS security gate and staging of equipment would be limited to the
existing paved parking lot in the southern portion of EGS property and the project site.
Construction Sequence
Construction activities for the proposed project would occur in the following general
sequence:
1) Pre-construction survey to confirm avoidance of any sensitive resources
2) Installation of stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs), such as silt fence and
gravel bags to ensure soil and runoff is contained onsite
3) Preparation of driveway and equipment foundation sites by removing existing gravel,
topsoil, and vegetation as required
4) Improve the driveway using compaction and the addition of gravel as needed
5) Install pour-in-place concrete footing and pad foundations as required
Final Initial Study – Mitigated Negative Declaration
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6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Install below-ground conduit banks
Deliver and secure the battery enclosure-to-pier foundations/footings
Install PCS, PDS, and pad-mounted transformers
Install below-ground and above-ground conduit to adjacent existing SCE utility poles
Install safety features and security lighting
Cleanup and demobilize project site
Conduct operator orientation and training

Construction Personnel and Equipment
Construction personnel would consist of approximately 15 to 20 craft workers and supervisors
at any given time, depending on the construction activities. The following equipment would
be used during construction and commissioning of the proposed project:










Excavator (1)
Backhoe (1)
Dump truck (1)
Concrete mixer (1)
Flatbed-mounted utility crane (1)
Portable generator and welding equipment (1)
Forklift (1)
Pickup trucks (4)
Utility line trucks (2)

Construction Traffic and Parking
Construction vehicles would access the site via the interchange of US 101 and Cathedral Oaks
Road, Hollister Avenue, and Las Armas Road. Vehicles would enter the existing EGS security
gate at Las Armas Road. It is estimated that trip generation would include the following:



One-time mobilization and demobilization of heavy equipment (excavator and backhoe)
at the start and end of earthwork or other construction stage, as needed
One-time delivery of the major battery storage system equipment components

There would be no parking of project construction vehicles on Las Armas Road or other
surface streets, unless necessary to complete a specific construction task (e.g., electrical
interconnection to the SCE power lines).

Operations and Maintenance
Consistent with current EGS operations, the battery storage system would be an unmanned
operation. Dispatch would be managed remotely from the Mandalay Generating Station in
Oxnard.
After commissioning and during the operational life of the proposed project, qualified
technicians would routinely inspect the battery storage system and conduct necessary
maintenance to ensure safe operational readiness. Most routine inspections of the battery
storage system would occur concurrently with EGS inspections and maintenance (EGS
operator inspections are performed at minimum once per month and more frequently
depending on the need).
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Typical maintenance procedures for the proposed project are summarized in Required
Permitting
The proposed project requires approval by the City of Goleta in the form of a discretionary
land use clearance (i.e., a Conditional Use Permit) and administrative clearances (i.e., Postdiscretionary Land Use Permit, building permit, grading permit, electrical permit, fire permit).
No other permitting is required for the project.
Table 2.

Required Permitting
The proposed project requires approval by the City of Goleta in the form of a discretionary
land use clearance (i.e., a Conditional Use Permit) and administrative clearances (i.e., Postdiscretionary Land Use Permit, building permit, grading permit, electrical permit, fire permit).
No other permitting is required for the project.
Table 2 Battery System Maintenance Procedures
Battery System Component

Maintenance Procedure

With System De Energized
Fans (for BMS and racks)



Air Intake Filters



Main Power Conductors




Visual Inspection









Check for unrestricted turning when de-energized. Replace if
fans have abnormal resistance.
Inspect and clean during each maintenance interval. Increase
maintenance interval if filters show excessive soiling.
Check torque values for all power conductor connections at
all bolted connections.
Check power conductors are securely routed and restricted
from movement.
Check power conductors for abrasion and mitigate cause.
Inspect battery environment for dust, liquid, debris, insects,
rodents, etc.
Clean and remove as needed. Determine best way to
mitigate the cause of foreign debris.
Check all components for sound physical mounting.
Check all control wiring and harnesses for good connections
and proper mounting.
Check for abrasion of wiring and mitigate cause.
Check all components for signs of thermal discoloring.

System Energized and in Test-Mode
Fans




Air Conditioners



Command fans to turn on and verify all fans operate
normally.
Replace if fans are noisy, unbalanced or have excessive
vibration.
Operate and test air conditioners per manufacturer’s
procedures. Verify temperature delta is within normal levels
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Battery System Component
Error and Warning Logs
Firmware Version

Maintenance Procedure






at three levels of AC power.
Review all BMS errors and warnings in event logs.
Investigate causes of all events found.
Verify BMS firmware version is the current revision.
Upgrade to latest version.

Project Schedule
The preliminary project schedule is provided in Figure 8. Installation would occur during the
fall and winter of 2017/2018, accommodating commercial operation in November 2018. Initial
site work and project construction is anticipated to require 16 to 20 weeks, followed by a
testing and commissioning period of three to four weeks.

7

Site Information
Information on surrounding land uses, zoning, and site access is provided above, under
Project Location, Access, and Site Conditions. No utilities or public services are provided to the
EGS site, with the exception of SCE distribution lines that convey power generated by the
existing facility (and would both provide power for the proposed battery system and convey
power generated by the proposed battery system). Fire protection for the EGS is provided via
internal systems, and the nearest fire station is located approximately two miles to the
southeast at 6901 Frey Way, near the intersection of Hollister Avenue and Storke Road in
Goleta. Water is transported to the site via truck and stored onsite for dust control purposes
and for compliance with the existing EGS site’s air quality permit conditions.

8

Required Approvals
The proposed project requires the issuance of a Conditional Use Permit by the City of Goleta.

9

Environmental Setting
The ground surface of the project site consists of compacted earth and gravel. Vegetation at
the project site consists of weedy annuals and a single palm tree. The nearest offsite natural
resources are located outside the existing EGS perimeter wall and consist of eucalyptus trees
near the eastern perimeter of the EGS property, a wetland feature outside the southeastern
corner of the EGS property, and an undeveloped open lot with non-native grassland located
immediately east of the EGS property.
No City-designated environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs) or other sensitive
resources are mapped in or near the project site (Figures 3a–3c).
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Figure 8 Preliminary Project Schedule
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Environmental Factors Potentially Affected
This project would potentially affect the environmental factors checked below, involving at least
one impact that is “Potentially Significant” or “Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation
Incorporated” as indicated by the checklist on the following pages.

□

Aesthetics

□

Agriculture and Forest
Resources

□

Air Quality

■

Biological Resources

■

Cultural Resources

□

Geology and Soils

□

Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

■

Hazards and Hazardous
Materials

□

Hydrology/Water Quality

□

Land Use/Planning

□

Mineral Resources

□

Noise

□

Population/Housing

□

Public Services

□

Recreation

□

Transportation/Traffic

■

Tribal Cultural
Resources

□

Utilities/Service Systems

■

Mandatory Findings of Significance

Determination
Based on this initial evaluation:

□
■

□
□

□

I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment,
and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION would be prepared.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, there would not be a significant effect in this case because revisions to the
project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent. A MITIGATED
NEGATIVE DECLARATION would be prepared.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a “potentially significant impact” or
“potentially significant unless mitigated” impact on the environment, but at least one
effect (1) has been adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable
legal standards, and (2) has been addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier
analysis as described on attached sheets. An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is
required, but it must analyze only the effects that remain to be addressed.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, because all potential significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequately
in an earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to applicable standards, and (b)
have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION,
including revisions or mitigation measures that are imposed upon the proposed project,
nothing further is required.

Signature

Date

Printed Name

Title
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Evaluation of Environmental Impacts
(a)

A brief explanation is required for all answers except “No Impact” answers that are adequately
supported by the information sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses following each
question. A “No Impact” answer is adequately supported if the referenced information sources
show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project falls
outside a fault rupture zone). A “No Impact” answer should be explained where it is based on
project-specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project would not expose sensitive
receptors to pollutants, based on a project-specific screening analysis).

(b)

All answers must take into account the whole action involved, including offsite as well as onsite,
cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well as
operational impacts.

(c)

Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur, then the
checklist answers must indicate whether the impact is potentially significant, less than significant
with mitigation, or less than significant. “Potentially Significant Impact” is appropriate if there is
substantial evidence that an effect may be significant. If there are one or more “Potentially
Significant Impact” entries when the determination is made, an EIR is required.

(d)

“Negative Declaration: Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated” applies where the
incorporation of mitigation measures has reduced an effect from “Potentially Significant Impact”
to a “Less Than Significant Impact.” The lead agency must describe the mitigation measures, and
briefly explain how they reduce the effect to a less than significant level (mitigation measures from
“Earlier Analysis,” as described in (e) below, may be cross-referenced).

(e)

Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA process,
an effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or negative declaration. Section
15063(c)(3)(D). In this case, a brief discussion should identify the following:

(f)

1) Earlier Analysis Used. Identify and state where they are available for review.
2) Impacts Adequately Addressed. Identify which effects from the above checklist were within
the scope of and adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal
standards, and state whether such effects were addressed by mitigation measures based on
the earlier analysis.
3) Mitigation Measures. For effects that are “Less Than Significant With Mitigation Measures
Incorporated,” describe the mitigation measures which were incorporated or refined from the
earlier document and the extent to which they address site-specific conditions for the project.
Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to information sources
for potential impacts (e.g., general plans, zoning ordinances). References to a previously prepared
or outside document should, where appropriate, include a reference to the page or pages where
the statement is substantiated.

(g)

Supporting Information Sources: A source list should be attached, and other sources used or
individuals contacted should be cited in the discussion.

(h)

Lead agencies should normally address the questions from this checklist that are relevant to a
project’s environmental effects in whatever format is selected. The explanation of each issue
should identify:
1) The significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and
2) The mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to a less than significant level.
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1 Aesthetics
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project have any of the following impacts?
a. Substantial adverse effect on a scenic
vista

□

□

■

□

b. Substantial damage to scenic resources,
including but not limited to trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings along
a state scenic highway

□

□

□

■

□

□

■

□

□

□

■

□

c.

Substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its
surroundings

d. Create a new source of substantial light or
glare that would adversely affect daytime
or nighttime views in the area

Existing Setting
The proposed project site is a portion of a relatively flat parcel surrounded by a security fence, the
existing EGS facility, and an eight-foot high concrete perimeter wall surrounds the northeast portion
of the parcel where the battery storage units would be installed. The project site is surrounded by
residences, railroad, the U.S. 101 freeway, vacant land, and parking lots. An aerial view of the
existing EGS is provided in Figure 2, and nearby street views toward the property are provided in
Figure 3.
The segment of US 101 nearest the project site is an Eligible State Scenic Highway. Views of the
project site from US 101 are primarily obstructed by existing trees located adjacent to the highway
(Figure 3). The project site is not near any classified scenic byways and is not itself classified as a
national scenic highway or byway. However, US 101 and Hollister Avenue are designated by the City
of Goleta as scenic corridors. No protected scenic waterways are located on or near the project site.
Existing light on the site comes from nighttime security lighting for the EGS. Indirect sources of light
include street lighting and light from neighboring residential and commercial industrial uses. For
security purposes, the proposed project would include installation of two low-voltage yard lights to
illuminate the project site during nighttime hours. This security lighting would be inside the existing
perimeter wall, shielded, and directed inward toward the battery storage system equipment.
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Thresholds of Significance
According to the City’s adopted CEQA Thresholds of Significance, a significant aesthetic/visual
resources impact would occur if the project resulted in any of the impacts noted in the above
checklist (a–d). In addition, pursuant to the City’s adopted Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines
Manual (Thresholds Manual) (adopted by Resolution 08-40), affirmative answers to the following
questions also indicate potentially significant impacts on aesthetic/visual resources:
T AES-1

Does the project site have significant visual resources by virtue of surface waters,
vegetation, elevation, slope or other natural or man-made features which are publicly
visible? If so, does the project have the potential to degrade or significantly interfere
with the public’s enjoyment of the site’s existing visual resources?

T AES-2

Does the project have the potential to impact visual resources of the Coastal Zone or
other visually important area (i.e., mountainous area, public park, urban fringe, or
scenic travel corridor)? If so, does the project have the potential to conflict with the
policies set forth in the Local Coastal Plan, the Comprehensive Plan or any applicable
community plan to protect the identified views?

T AES-3

Does the project have the potential to create a significantly adverse aesthetic impact
through obstruction of public views, incompatibility with surrounding uses, structures,
or intensity of development, removal of significant amounts of vegetation, loss of
important open space, substantial alteration of natural character, lack of adequate
landscaping, or extensive grading visible from public areas?

Responses to questions T AES-1 through T AES-3 are included in the Project-Specific Impacts
discussion below and are noted by a reference to the threshold identifier.

Project-Specific Impacts
The following analysis of potential aesthetic impacts is based on the CEQA Appendix G Checklist and
the City’s adopted Thresholds of Significance listed above.
a. Properties in the area have distant views of the Santa Ynez Mountains. The project site and
surrounding area does not have significant surface waters, vegetation, or significant views of
mountains. (T AES-1) The site is not located in the Coastal Zone, but it is visible from areas in the
Coastal Zone along Hollister Avenue. (T AES-2) The project would include one battery storage unit
that is 9.5 feet high. This unit would be placed on pads elevated approximately six inches above the
existing grade and would be located inside the existing approximately eight-foot high concrete
perimeter wall in the northeast corner of the EGS site. No new offsite power poles or other vertical
structures are anticipated. North of the project site adjacent to US 101, existing trees largely
obstruct views from the north. The site plan (Figure 5) and photograph of a representative battery
storage unit (Figure 6) show the relatively low-profile of the proposed structures. Based on this
design and location on the existing developed property, public distant mountain views or other
scenic views would not be obstructed by the proposed project. Therefore, project impacts on scenic
vistas would be less than significant.
b. All improvements are proposed within the footprint of the existing power plant, which consists of
previously graded flat pads that support buildings or other elements of the power plant. No scenic
resources are present within the proposed development footprint and, therefore, the proposed
project would not substantially damage scenic resources. The project site is not located near an
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officially designated state scenic highway. Therefore, the project would not impact views from the
scenic highway.
c. The proposed project would not substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of
the site and its surroundings. Views of the project site from US 101 are partially screened by existing
tall trees located adjacent to the southbound lanes. Views of the project site from Hollister Avenue,
a City-designated scenic corridor, are primarily obstructed by existing trees and vegetation located
on the parcel to the south of the project site.
Views of the project site from Las Armas Road (west of the site) and Viajero Drive (east of the site)
are also obstructed by mature landscaping. Furthermore, the project site is currently developed and
is surrounded by a security fence and concrete perimeter wall. (T AES-3) Therefore, impacts would
be less than significant.
d. The battery storage equipment would be screened from public view by existing vegetation and a
proposed concrete block wall. As identified in the project description, the project would include
low-voltage security lighting. This security lighting would be inside the existing perimeter wall,
shielded, and directed inward toward the battery storage system equipment. Light fixtures would be
designed to blend with the existing structural features. Therefore, the project would not contribute
significant new sources of offsite light and glare.

Cumulative Impacts
The City of Goleta maintains a list of pending projects (City of Goleta 2017). This list was reviewed
and Table 3 below indicates the projects that were identified as relevant in the context of potential
cumulative impacts to aesthetic resources.
Table 3 Cumulative Projects
Project Name

Description

Location

Status

Citrus Village

10 Residential Units

7388 Calle Real

Under construction

Mariposa at Ellwood Shores
Assisted Living Facility

Proposed 60,909 sf building to
accommodate a maximum of 90 elderly
residents

7760 Hollister
Avenue, at Viajero
Drive

Under construction

Fire Station #10 (Western
Goleta)

New fire station, approximately 9,000
sf, including a three-bay, single-story
building, emergency generator, and
fueling facility.

7952 Hollister
Avenue at
Cathedral Oaks
Road

Approved, construction
contingent on
collection of developer
mitigation fees

The project area recently experienced and continues to experience increased urbanization
compared to past years when the project area had been surrounded by open space or lower
intensity uses. In particular, the approved Hideaway (Haskell’s Landing) residential community
(partially constructed in a former open space) and the Mariposa assisted living facility (planned for a
neighboring vacant parking lot) have increased the number of present and planned residents in the
nearby parcels. The planned fire station would further urbanize the project area. The following
features are incorporated into the project that would minimize potential cumulative impacts to
aesthetic resources:


All structures and building associated with the proposed project would be enclosed inside an
existing perimeter wall.
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Any new security lighting would be inside the existing perimeter wall, shielded, and focused
inward toward the battery storage system equipment. Lighting specifications and fixture
locations would be indicated on the site plans.
No trees or other significant vegetation would be removed.
The proposed battery storage system would be an in-fill project within an existing electric utility
site. The project would have a low visual profile behind an existing wall, it would not emit a
visual plume or odor, it would not require tree removal, and it would be generally out of view
from public and private vantage points. Operations and maintenance activities would be
generally consistent with the current pattern of occasional worker vehicles entering and leaving
the site to maintain the existing facility.

Therefore, the project’s contribution to cumulative aesthetic impacts would not be cumulatively
considerable.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are necessary.
Residual Impact
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) to Aesthetics would remain less than
significant as a result of project implementation.
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2 Agriculture and Forest Resources
In determining whether impacts to agricultural resources are significant environmental effects, lead
agencies may refer to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model (1997)
prepared by the California Dept. of Conservation as an optional model to use in assessing impacts
on agriculture and farmland. In determining whether impacts to forest resources, including
timberland, are significant environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to information compiled
by the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the state’s inventory of
forest land. This includes the Forest and Range Assessment Project and the Forest Legacy
Assessment Project, along with the forest carbon measurement methodology provided in Forest
Protocols adopted by the California Air Resources Board.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project have any of the following impacts?
a. Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland,
Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on maps prepared
pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California
Resources Agency, to non-agricultural use

□

□

□

■

b. Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural
use or a Williamson Act contract

□

□

□

■

Conflict with existing zoning for or cause
rezoning of forest land (as defined in Public
Resources Code Section 12220(g));
timberland (as defined by Public Resources
Code Section 4526); or timberland zoned
Timberland Production (as defined by
Government Code Section 51104(g))

□

□

□

■

d. Result in the loss of forest land or
conversion of forest land to non-forest use

□

□

□

■

e. Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location
or nature, could result in conversion of
Farmland to non-agricultural use

□

□

□

■

c.

Existing Setting
There are no agricultural or forest lands on or adjacent to the project site. In addition, the site is not
located on or adjacent to land designated for agricultural uses in the General Plan. The most current
version of the Santa Barbara County Important Farmland Map, prepared by the California
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Department of Conservation Division of Land Resource Protection, identifies the project site and
adjacent parcels as “urban and built up land” (CDOC 2015). The project site is not subject to a
Williamson Act contract.

Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact to Agriculture and Forest Resources would occur if the proposed project
resulted in any of the impacts noted in the above checklist. Additionally, the City of Goleta’s
Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines Manual states that a project would normally have a
significant effect on the environment if it would:
T AG-1

Conflict with adopted environmental plans and goals of the community where it is
located; or

T AG-2

Convert prime agricultural land to non-agricultural use or impair the agricultural
productivity of prime agricultural land.

Responses to thresholds T AG-1 and T AG-2 are included in the Project-Specific Impacts discussion
below and are noted by a reference to the threshold identifier.

Project-Specific Impacts
a, b, e. The project site does not contain agricultural land and would not conflict with zoning for
agricultural lands. The project site is zoned (PU), Public Works, Utilities and Private Service Facilities.
The project would not affect, displace, or occur adjacent to any Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland,
or farmland of Statewide Importance pursuant to the FMMP. The EGS is currently located onsite and
the proposed project would add the battery storage facility on an undeveloped portion of the
parcel. The proposed project would not conflict with adopted environmental plans and goals (T AG1), or result in changes to the environment that could either directly or indirectly result in loss of
agricultural lands. (T AG-2) Therefore, no impacts on agricultural resources would result from the
proposed project.
c, d. The project site does not contain forested areas and would not conflict with zoning for forest
land or timberland. Additionally the proposed project would not result in any other environmental
changes that would involve the conversion of forest lands to non-forest uses. Therefore, the project
would have no impact on forest resources in the area.

Cumulative Impacts
Since the proposed project would not conflict with any existing zoning for agricultural use,
Williamson Act contracts or other changes to the environment resulting in conversion of farmland
to non-agricultural use or forestland or timberland to non-forest use, no cumulative impacts would
result.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are necessary.
Residual Impact
No residual impacts on agricultural and forestry resources would result.
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3 Air Quality
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project have any of the following impacts?
a. Conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan

□

□

■

□

b. Violate any air quality standard or
contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation

□

□

■

□

□

□

■

□

d. Expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations

□

□

■

□

e. Create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people

□

□

■

□

c.

Result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which
the project region is non-attainment under
an applicable federal or state ambient air
quality standard (including releasing
emissions which exceed quantitative
thresholds for ozone precursors)

Existing Setting
The project site is located in the South Central Coast Air Basin (SCCAB), which is located in the
southern portion of Santa Barbara County. The climate in and around the City of Goleta, as well as
most of Southern California, is controlled largely by the strength and position of the subtropical
high-pressure cell over the Pacific Ocean. This high-pressure cell typically produces a Mediterranean
climate with warm summers, mild winters, and moderate rainfall. This pattern is periodically
interrupted by periods of extremely hot weather brought in by Santa Ana winds. Almost all
precipitation occurs between November and April, although during these months, the weather is
sunny or partly sunny a majority of the time. Cyclic land and sea breezes are the primary factors
affecting the region’s mild climate. The daytime winds are normally sea breezes, predominantly
from the west, that flow at relatively low velocities. Additionally, cool, humid, marine air causes
frequent fog and low clouds along the coast, generally during the night and morning hours in the
late spring and early summer.
Surface temperature inversions (0 to 500 feet) are most frequent during the winter, and subsidence
inversions (1,000 to 2,000 feet) are most frequent during the summer. Inversions are an increase in
temperature with height and directly relate to the stability of the atmosphere. Inversions act as a
cap to the pollutants that are emitted below or inside them. The subsidence inversion is very
common during the summer along the California coast, and is one of the principal causes of air
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stagnation. Poor air quality is usually associated with air stagnation (high stability/restricted air
movement).
During the months of May to October, it is common for an inversion layer to form in the city and
surrounding areas. Year round, light onshore winds hamper the dispersion of primary pollutants and
the orientation of the inland mountain ranges interrupt air circulation patterns. Pollutants become
trapped, creating ideal conditions for the production of secondary pollutants.
The Federal Government and the State of California have established air quality standards and
emergency episode criteria for various pollutants. Generally, State regulations are more stringent
than those at the Federal level. Air quality standards are set at concentrations that provide a
sufficient margin of safety to protect public health and welfare. Air quality at a given location can be
described by the concentration of various pollutants in the atmosphere. The significance of a
pollutant concentration is determined by comparing the concentration to an appropriate Federal
and/or State ambient air quality standard.
Federal standards are established by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and are termed
the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The State standards are established by the
California Air Resources Board (CARB) and are called the California Ambient Air Quality Standards
(CAAQS). The region generally has good air quality, as it attains or is considered in maintenance
status for most ambient air quality standards. The Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control
District (APCD) is required to monitor air pollutant levels to assure that Federal and State air quality
standards are being met.
A summary of the current NAAQS and CAAQS and the attainment status for Santa Barbara County is
provided in
Thresholds of Significance
A significant air quality impact could occur if the proposed project resulted in any of the impacts
noted in the above checklist. In addition, pursuant to the City’s Environmental Thresholds and
Guidelines Manual, a significant adverse air quality impact may occur when a project, individually or
cumulatively, triggers either of the following:
T AQ-1

Interferes with progress toward the attainment of the ozone standard by releasing
emissions that equal or exceed the established long-term quantitative thresholds for
nitrogen oxides (NOX) and reactive organic gases (ROG);

T AQ-2

Equals or exceeds the State or Federal ambient air quality standards for any criteria
pollutant (as determined by modeling);

T AQ-3

Emissions that may affect sensitive receptors (e.g. children, elderly or acutely ill);

T AQ-4

Results in toxic or hazardous pollutants in amounts that may increase cancer risks for
the affected population; or

T AQ-5

Causes an odor nuisance problem impacting a considerable number of people.

Cumulative air quality impacts and consistency with the policies and measures in the City’s General
Plan and the Air Quality Attainment Plan (AQAP) should be determined for all projects (i.e., whether
the project exceeds the AQAP standards).
Table 4. Currently, Santa Barbara County is classified as being in non-attainment of the state eighthour and one-hour ozone standard and the state PM10 standard.
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Thresholds of Significance
A significant air quality impact could occur if the proposed project resulted in any of the impacts
noted in the above checklist. In addition, pursuant to the City’s Environmental Thresholds and
Guidelines Manual, a significant adverse air quality impact may occur when a project, individually or
cumulatively, triggers either of the following:
T AQ-1

Interferes with progress toward the attainment of the ozone standard by releasing
emissions that equal or exceed the established long-term quantitative thresholds for
nitrogen oxides (NOX) and reactive organic gases (ROG);

T AQ-2

Equals or exceeds the State or Federal ambient air quality standards for any criteria
pollutant (as determined by modeling);

T AQ-3

Emissions that may affect sensitive receptors (e.g. children, elderly or acutely ill);

T AQ-4

Results in toxic or hazardous pollutants in amounts that may increase cancer risks for
the affected population; or

T AQ-5

Causes an odor nuisance problem impacting a considerable number of people.

Cumulative air quality impacts and consistency with the policies and measures in the City’s General
Plan and the Air Quality Attainment Plan (AQAP) should be determined for all projects (i.e., whether
the project exceeds the AQAP standards).
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Table 4 Santa Barbara County Attainment Status
Pollutant

Averaging Time

State Status

Federal Status

Ozone

8 hour

Nonattainment

Unclassified/Attainment

1 hour

Nonattainment

−

8 hour

Attainment

Attainment

1 hour

Attainment

Attainment

Annual average

Attainment

Unclassified/Attainment

1 hour

Attainment

Unclassified/Attainment

Annual average

−

−

24 hour

Attainment

−

1 hour

Attainment

EPA has yet to make final decision

Quarter

−

Attainment

30 day average

Attainment

−

3-month average

−

Unclassified

Annual arithmetic mean

Nonattainment

Attainment

24 hour

Nonattainment

Attainment

Annual arithmetic mean

Unclassified

Unclassified/Attainment

24 hour

−

Unclassified/Attainment

Carbon monoxide

Nitrogen dioxide

Sulfur dioxide

Lead

PM10

PM2.5

The following significance thresholds have been established by the SBCAPCD (Scope and Content of
Air Quality Sections in Environmental Documents) (SBCAPCD 2011). While the City of Goleta has not
yet adopted any new threshold criteria, these SBCAPCD thresholds are used as a guideline for the
impact analysis.
SBCAPCD Operational Impacts Thresholds

Based on SBCAPCD Thresholds, the project would result in a significant impact, either individually or
cumulatively, if it would:
T AQ-5

Emit 240 pounds per day or more of ROG and NOX from all sources;

T AQ-6

Emit 25 pounds per day or more of unmitigated ROG from any motor vehicle trips only;

T AQ-7

Emit 25 pounds per day or more of unmitigated NOX from any motor vehicle trips only;

T AQ-8

Emit 80 pounds per day or more of PM10;

T AQ-9

Cause or contribute to a violation of any California or National Ambient Air Quality
standard (except ozone);

T AQ-10

Exceed the SBCAPCD health risk public notification thresholds adopted by the SBCAPCD
Board (10 excess cancer cases in a million for cancer risk and a Hazard Index of more
than 1.0 for non-cancer risk); or
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T AQ-11

Be inconsistent with Federal or State air quality plans for Santa Barbara County.
The cumulative contribution of project emissions to regional levels should be compared
with existing programs and plans, including the most recent Clean Air Plan (SBCAPCD
2013).

T AQ-12

Due to the County’s non-attainment status for ozone and the regional nature of ozone
as a pollutant, if a project’s emissions from traffic sources of either of the ozone
precursors (NOX or ROG), exceed the operational thresholds, then the project’s
cumulative impacts are considered significant.

For projects that do not have significant ozone precursor emissions or localized pollutant impacts, if
emissions have been taken into account in the 2013 Clean Air Plan growth projections, regional
cumulative impacts may be considered to be less than significant.
SBCAPCD Construction Impacts Thresholds
Quantitative thresholds of significance are not currently in place for short-term emissions. However,
CEQA requires that the short-term impacts such as exhaust emissions from construction equipment
and fugitive dust generation during grading must be analyzed. The SBCAPCD recommends that
construction-related NOX, ROG, PM10, and PM2.5 emissions, from diesel and gasoline powered
equipment, paving, and other activities, be quantified.
T AQ-13

SBCAPCD uses 25 tons per year for NOX and ROG as a guideline for determining the
significance of construction impacts.

Under SBCAPCD Rule 202(D)(16) (SBCAPCD, Rule 202, 2012), if the combined emissions from all
construction equipment used to construct a stationary source that requires an Authority to
Construct permit, have the potential to exceed 25 tons of any pollutant, except carbon monoxide
(CO), in a 12-month period, the permittee must provide offsets under the provisions of Rule 804
(SBCAPCD, Rule 804, 2012) and demonstrate that no AAQS would be violated.
Responses to thresholds T AQ-1 through T AQ-13 are included in the Project-Specific Impacts
discussion below and are noted by reference to the threshold identifier.

Project-Specific Impacts
The following analysis of potential aesthetic air quality impacts is based on the CEQA Appendix G
Checklist and City’s adopted Thresholds of Significance listed above.
a.-c. Construction Impacts. Air quality impacts from construction generally occur during site
preparation, foundation and equipment installation, as well as mobile emissions from construction
vehicle trips. AECOM completed air quality modelling for the proposed project using the CalEEMod
computer model, developed by the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), version
2013.2.2 and EMFAC 2014 and are included in Appendix B. These model runs and results were peer
reviewed by Rincon Consultants in March 2017. The modeling of emissions of criteria air pollutants
(and greenhouse gases) relied on the following assumptions:


A total duration of 125 days of construction (based on the preliminary construction schedule
provided in Figure 8), including: 10 days for site civil preparation, 15 days trenching for
underground conduit, 15 days for installation of station grounding, 20 days to install battery
storage system enclosure pedestals and pad foundations for other structures and components,
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15 days for setting equipment, 40 days for installation and connection of batteries, pulling
power and control cables, and 10 days for installation of site lighting. The use of heavy
equipment would be concentrated in the first 60 days.
Architectural coatings are not required.
Default CalEEMod assumptions for the types and quantities of construction equipment for a
typical project less than one acre in size.
Compliance with SBCAPCD Rule 345 (Control of Fugitive Dust) during construction.

Table 5 shows estimated emissions of criteria air pollutants during construction of the proposed
project.
All construction related calculations were made using the CalEEMod computer model and the
EMFAC worksheet. As shown in Table 5, emissions of criteria air pollutants during construction
would not exceed SBCAPCD threshold guidelines of 25 tons per year for ROG and NOX (T AQ-13).
Neither the City nor SBCAPCD have adopted significance thresholds for construction generated
PM10. However, pursuant to the SBCAPCD’s Rule 345, the project would be required to implement
measures to reduce emissions of fugitive dust during construction. Dust control measures would be
incorporated into the project plans. To further reduce criteria pollutant emissions, diesel equipment
used during site preparation and equipment installation would conform to current US EPA emissions
standards for off-road diesel equipment. (T AQ-11) Therefore, short-term construction-related
impacts on air quality would be less than significant.
Operational Impacts
Long-term project emissions are those associated with stationary sources and mobile sources
involving any project-related changes. No long-term stationary emissions would result from the
battery components of the battery storage system. The battery storage system equipment is prefabricated. No onsite coating applications are needed for this equipment.
Mobile emissions during long-term operations would be limited to vehicle trips made to maintain
the facility (over and above existing trips for the EGS). After commissioning and during the
operational life of the project most routine inspections of the battery storage system would occur
concurrently with EGS inspections and maintenance (i.e., with no additional vehicle trips).
Additional vehicle trips specifically for inspection of the battery storage system would typically occur
one time per year. However, for the purpose of this assessment, a more conservative estimate of
one inspection event per quarter (four vehicle trips per year) is used. Routine inspection vehicle
trips would originate from NRG’s Mandalay Generating Station in Oxnard (approximately 95 miles
round-trip).
Based on the Institute for Transportation Engineers’ (ITE) Trip Generation Manual, 8th Edition,
which supplies the default trip generation factors included in the EMFAC worksheet, the estimated
long-term mobile operational emissions associated with the proposed project, in CalEEMod, are
shown in Table 6 below.
The project would generate an estimated less than 0.1 pounds of ROG, 1.2 pounds of NOX, and less
than 0.1 pounds of PM10 per day. These emissions are compared to SBCAPCD’s thresholds of
significance in Table 6 and are well below the thresholds (T AQ-1, T AQ-2, T AQ-5 through T AQ-9, T
AQ-12). Therefore, the project would have a less than significant impact on regional air quality from
operational emissions.
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Table 5 Estimated Construction Air Pollutant Emissions
Emissions (tons/year)
Construction Phase

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

Site Preparation

><0.1

><0.1

><0.1

0.0

><0.1

><0.1

Foundation/ Equipment Installation

><0.1

><0.1

><0.1

0.0

><0.1

><0.1

Commissioning1

><0.1

><0.1

><0.1

0.0

0.0

0.

Total Construction Emissions2

><0.1

0.1

><0.1

0.0

><0.1

><0.1

SBCAPCD Thresholds (T AQ-13)

25

25

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Threshold Exceeded

No

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

Results are from EMFAC 2014 model, line 42, offsite mobile source only.

2

Emission totals include onsite and offsite generated emissions for each phase of construction, and for the pre-operations
commissioning phase.
See Appendix B for CalEEMod Results and EMFAC 2014 Worksheet

Table 6 Estimated Operational Air Pollutant Emissions
Emissions (lbs/day)
Activity

ROG

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

Mobile Sources

0.0

><0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

SBCAPCD Thresholds
(T AQ-5 – T AQ-9)

25

25

N/A

N/A

80

N/A

Thresholds Exceeded

No

No

N/A

N/A

No

N/A

See EMFAC Worksheet, Appendix B

d. The sensitive receptor closest to the project site is a Hideaway residential development located
approximately 250 feet west of the battery storage system site, across Las Armas Road. The Ellwood
Elementary School is located approximately 800 feet east of the project site. The pending Mariposa
at Ellwood Assisted Living facility site is located approximately 500 feet southeast.
Long-term emissions from the proposed project are not anticipated to pose any risk to the nearest
sensitive receptors. The proposed project would not result in long-term operational emissions levels
that would exceed SBCAPCD thresholds. Furthermore, operation of the battery storage system
would not result in the generation of other hazardous air contaminants. It should be noted that the
operational emissions are associated with travel to and from the battery storage system and thus
would not be emitted onsite, further eliminating any risk for nearby receptors. (T AQ-3, T AQ-10)
The facility would be normally unmanned and, therefore, site maintenance and inspection workers
would not be exposed to potential existing sources of air contaminants such as diesel particulate
matter from nearby US 101. Impacts to sensitive receptors would be less than significant.
e. Heavy equipment operating on the project site would emit odors during construction. However,
such odors would be temporary and would cease to occur after construction. No other sources of
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objectionable odors have been identified for the proposed project. Therefore, impacts from odors
would be less than significant. (T AQ-4)

Cumulative Impacts
Per the City’s Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines Manual, a project’s contribution to
cumulative air quality impacts is considered significant if the project’s total emissions of either NOX
or ROG exceed the long term threshold of 25 lbs/day. The project’s construction-related
contributions to cumulative NOX and ROG emissions were below this threshold. The project’s
contribution to cumulative air quality impacts were not cumulatively considerable, as these
emissions have been incorporated into the 2013 Clean Air Plan in terms of the overall emissions
inventory for construction activities.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are necessary.
Residual Impact
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) on Air Quality would remain less than
significant as a result of project implementation.
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4 Biological Resources
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project have any of the following impacts?
a. Have a substantial adverse effect, either
directly or through habitat modifications, on
any species identified as a candidate,
sensitive, or special status species in local or
regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by
the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

□

■

□

□

b. Have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

□

□

■

□

□

□

■

□

d. Interfere substantially with the movement
of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites

□

□

■

□

e. Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a
tree preservation policy or ordinance

□

□

■

□

□

□

■

□

c.

f.

Have a substantial adverse effect on
federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
(including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal
pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal,
filling, hydrological interruption, or other
means

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other
approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?
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Existing Setting
A reconnaissance-level Biological Resources Technical Memorandum was completed by AECOM
biologists (September 2015), and peer reviewed by Rincon Consultants in March 2017, to assess the
biological resources at the project site. Appendix C provides a Biological Resources Technical
Memorandum which documents the survey methods, results, potential impacts to biological
resources, and recommended mitigation measures for the project. This information is summarized
below.
The project site has been previously disturbed and graveled, and is predominantly covered by
sparse ruderal vegetation (Photographs 1–3, Appendix C). Currently, the site consists of a paved
concrete walkway, ruderal vegetation, and a single ornamental palm tree, and is enclosed by a
concrete wall approximately eight feet high. The EGS property currently is developed with energy
generation facilities.
The project site is adjacent to existing roadways and developed land uses on three of its four sides
(Figure 2). The site’s eastern border (outside of the concrete wall) abuts an undeveloped field that
exhibits signs of prior disturbance, and a potential wetland feature containing a mix of native and
non-native hydrophytic plant species is present southeast of the project site.
Prior to the biological survey, a literature review was conducted to identify special-status plant and
wildlife species that could potentially occur inside and around the project site using the following
resources:








USFWS list of federally endangered and threatened species that occur in Santa Barbara County
California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) query for the project site and surroundings
California Native Plant Society’s (CNPS) Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants of California
Maps in the Conservation Element of the City of Goleta’s General Plan/Coastal Land Use Plan
The National Hydrography Dataset
The National Wetlands Inventory
Recent, high-resolution aerial photographs of the project site
Publicly available environmental documentation for other projects in the vicinity

The reconnaissance-level biological survey was conducted to identify the biological resources in the
area. The project site and adjacent property were surveyed on August 26, 2015. All plant and
wildlife species observed were recorded and photographs were taken to document site conditions
(Appendix C).
Results of the literature review and reconnaissance-level biological of the area are summarized
below, including a discussion of the observed vegetation communities, special-status plant and
wildlife species, and aquatic resources. The Biological Resources Technical Memorandum includes
representative site photographs taken during the biological survey and a list of plant species
observed in and adjacent to the project site.
Vegetation Communities
Inside the project site area, vegetation communities were identified using field observations and a
high-quality aerial photograph. The project site shows characteristics of heavy disturbance. Plants
occurring inside the site boundaries are predominately ruderal vegetation, with an isolated
ornamental palm tree located on the edge of the site. In the project site, species include ripgut
brome (Bromus diandrus), hollyhock (Alcea rosea), burclover (Medicago polymorpha), foxtail brome
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(Bromus madritensis), horseweed (Conyza canadensis), fennel (Foeniculum vulgare), thistle (Sonchus
sp.), cudweeds (Gnaphalium californicum and Gnaphalium luteo alba), rose clover (Trifolium
hirtum), erodium (Geraniaceae sp.), and vetches (Vicia sp.). The onsite vegetation does not conform
to any of the vegetation types established in A Manual of California Vegetation, Second Edition
(Sawyer et al. 2009), the vegetation classification system that has been endorsed by the CDFW, and
upon which California’s list of sensitive natural communities is based. Because the site’s vegetation
is minimal and ruderal in nature, the project site does not contain designated sensitive natural
communities.
In the offsite land adjacent to the project site, species include eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus),
arroyo wouldow (Salix lasiolepis), coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis), California bulrush
(Schoenoplectus californicus), and black mustard (Brassica nigra), among others. Refer to Appendix
C, Plant Species List for a list of plant species found adjacent to the project site.
Special-Status Plant and Wildlife Species
No special-status species are known to be present in the project site. However, one special-status
plant species (black-flowered figwort) may be present in the project vicinity. In addition, one wildlife
species (monarch butterfly) and one additional protected resource (nesting raptors) may be present
in the project vicinity (Biological Resources Technical Memorandum Figure 3).
Monarch Butterfly (Danaus plexippus)
The monarch butterfly is listed by the State of California as a Special Animal, a designation applied
to species that CDFW believes are of the greatest conservation need and that are tracked in the
CNDDB. The species also has been petitioned for listing as threatened or endangered under the
federal Endangered Species Act and the petition is currently under review by USFWS. The monarch
butterfly is a migratory species, occupying different geographic areas at different times of year. The
species’ range includes Mexico, the United States, and southern Canada, and monarchs are
especially noted for the long-distance, seasonal migrations they undertake each year from
overwintering areas in coastal California and central Mexico to the northernmost portions of their
range. Larval monarch butterflies feed exclusively on milkweeds (Asclepias spp.), and the
distribution and abundance of these species are directly correlated with butterfly production. The
winter habitat consists of dense groves of mature trees, primarily eucalyptus, which provides an
essential combination of roosting structure, protection from wind, and suitable microclimatic
conditions. Documented threats to the monarch butterfly include deforestation, climate change,
and increased use of herbicides.
The project site is approximately 0.25 mile from the Goleta Butterfly Grove on Ellwood Mesa, an
important and well-documented monarch butterfly aggregation site that is identified as an
Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area (ESHA) in the Conservation Element of the City of Goleta’s
GP/CLUP (City of Goleta 2009). An additional smaller known aggregation site is located within 0.25
mile of the project site near Ellwood Elementary School. Although the project site is located near an
important monarch butterfly aggregation area, the site does not contain the requisite habitat
elements to be of ecological importance to this species. The eucalyptus trees along the site’s
borders (outside of the existing concrete walls) are sparsely planted, rather than in groves, and the
trees are not sufficiently dense to provide protected overwintering or aggregation sites. Vegetation
inside the project site is limited to an ornamental palm tree and ruderal vegetation, and milkweeds
do not occur in the site. It is possible that monarch butterflies may occasionally traverse or occur in
the project site. However, the site is not expected to support this species.
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Nesting and Roosting Raptors
The project site contains a single tree (an ornamental palm), which is not suitable for use by nesting
raptors. While the project site is not suitable to support these species, the larger eucalyptus trees
occurring offsite adjacent to the site’s borders may provide suitable nesting and roosting habitat for
raptors. Raptor species are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and removal of active
raptor nests is a violation of federal and state law. During the reconnaissance-level biological survey
of the site, the offsite trees were inspected for evidence of past raptor nesting (presence of old nest
structures). No evidence of nesting or bird activity was observed in the offsite trees near the project
site.

Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact on Biological Resources would be expected to occur if the proposed project
resulted in any of the impacts noted in the above checklist. In addition, the City of Goleta’s
Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines Manual defines the following thresholds of significance:
Types of Impacts to Biological Resources
Disturbances to habitats or species may be significant, based on substantial evidence in the record,
if they impact significant resources in the following ways:
T BIO-1

Substantially reduce or eliminate species diversity or abundance.

T BIO-2

Substantially reduce or eliminate quantity or quality of nesting areas.

T BIO-3

Substantially limit reproductive capacity through loss of individuals or habitat.

T BIO-4

Substantially fragment, eliminate, or otherwise disrupt foraging areas and/or access to
food resources.

T BIO-5

Substantially limit or fragment range and movement (geographic distribution of animals
and/or seed dispersal routes).

T BIO-6

Substantially interfere with natural processes, such as fire or flooding, upon which the
habitat depends.

Less Than Significant Impacts
The Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines Manual provides examples of areas in the City of
Goleta where impacts to habitat are presumed to be less than significant, including:






Small acreages of non-native grassland if wildlife values are low.
Individuals or stands of non-native trees if not used by important animal species such as raptors
or monarch butterflies.
Areas of historical disturbance such as intensive agriculture.
Small pockets of habitats already significantly fragmented or isolated, and disturbed or
degraded.
Areas of primarily ruderal species resulting from pre-existing man-made disturbance.

Responses to thresholds T BIO-1 through T BIO-6 are included in the Project-Specific Impacts
discussion below and are noted by reference to the threshold identifier.
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Project-Specific Impacts
a., b. The project site is heavily disturbed and does not contain natural habitat areas and no
sensitive natural communities or riparian habitat is present in the site. The project would not impact
sensitive natural communities or riparian habitat.
The project site does not contain habitat suitable to support the special-status species that could
potentially occur in the site vicinity. The project site is located 0.25 miles from known monarch
butterfly aggregation sites. Due to the proximity to aggregation sites, there is potential for monarch
butterflies to occur near the site. Additionally, there is the potential for nesting raptors to be
present trees immediately adjacent to the project site (Appendix C, Figure 3). Further discussion of
these resources is provided below.
Monarch Butterfly
The project site does not contain the requisite habitat elements to support monarch butterfly
populations. However, due to this species’ mobility, it is possible that individual monarch butterflies
may be present inside the site boundaries during project construction. Because the host plant
(milkweeds) required by monarch butterfly larvae is not present in the site, it is presumed that any
monarch butterflies present would be in the adult life stage. During project construction, monarch
butterflies could be injured or killed due to crushing or other contact with construction equipment
or personnel, or by excessive exposure to construction dust or other airborne contaminants.
However, because monarch butterflies are capable of fairly rapid flight, it is expected that any
individuals present would move to avoid injury in most cases, and that the number of butterflies
actually injured or killed would be minimal. Abundant suitable habitat for the species is present on
the south side of Hollister Avenue as well as on the northeast corner of Ellwood Elementary School,
and it is likely that any displaced individuals would relocate to this area or other suitable habitat
offsite. Trimming of the offsite eucalyptus trees adjacent to the site boundary is not planned.
However, if trimming becomes necessary (e.g., for fire safety), this would not have a substantial
long-term effect on monarch butterflies, given that the trees are sparse, narrow, and are not highly
suitable for the species, and given that abundant, high-quality habitat is present in proximity to the
site. Considering this information, the project’s potential impacts on the monarch butterfly would
be less than significant. (T BIO-1)
Nesting and Roosting Raptors
The project site does not contain suitable habitat to support nesting birds. However, it is possible
that larger avian species may nest in the offsite trees along the site’s border. While eucalyptus trees
are typically used for nesting by raptors and other larger birds, the other trees such as arroyo
willow, may support nesting passerine species. The majority of these species and their active nests
are protected from destruction or removal by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), and by
applicable provisions of the California Fish and Game Code.
Trimming or removal of the offsite trees or other vegetation is not planned. However, if offsite trees
are trimmed or disturbed during the nesting season (in the Goleta area, generally February 1
through August 31), such as for fire prevention purposes, then breeding birds and active bird nests
may be present. Tree trimming or removal during this time could disrupt normal breeding behavior,
including territory establishment and mate pairing.
Additionally, construction activities in close proximity to active nests could cause nest abandonment
and subsequent mortality of eggs or nestlings. Impacts of this nature would constitute a violation of
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the MBTA, and are impermissible under federal law. Considering this information, the project’s
impacts on nesting birds would be considered potentially significant. The mitigation measure listed
below is intended to reduce these potential impacts. This measure includes avoidance of work
during the nesting season or performance of a pre-construction nest survey and monitoring (if work
is performed during the nesting season and active nests are observed close to the project site), to
ensure that any active nests are not disturbed, and that any trees or other vegetation containing
active nests are not removed until after the nesting season. (T BIO-2, T BIO-3)
c. The project site is heavily disturbed and located inside an existing concrete perimeter wall, and
does not contain jurisdictional wetlands or other waters. Development of the site would not result
in the filling, removal, or hydrologic interruption of any wetlands or waters, and the project would
not require federal or state permits related to work in waters or streambeds. While drainage from
the project area has created a potential wetland on the offsite property adjacent to the southeast
border of the project site, this area would not be directly affected by project construction.
Appropriate construction stormwater control measures would be implemented to prevent impacts
related to water quality. Considering this information, the project’s impacts on jurisdictional waters
would be less than significant. (T BIO-6)
d. The project site is heavily disturbed, surrounded by a wall, is adjacent to existing development,
and does not contain features that would be conducive to use as a wildlife movement corridor or
travel route. Therefore, construction activities on the site would not result in significant impacts
related to wildlife movement or habitat connectivity.
e. The project site does not contain habitat elements protected under City of Goleta’s GP/CLUP
Conservation Element plans and policies. The site is heavily disturbed and predominantly covered by
ruderal vegetation, and construction activities on the site would not conflict with local policies
protecting biological resources. (T BIO-4, T BIO-5)
f. The project site is not within the coverage area of any approved federal, state, or local Habitat
Conservation Plan or Natural Community Conservation Plan. Thus, implementation of the proposed
project would not result in any impacts related to consistency with these types of plans.

Cumulative Impacts
The proposed project, with incorporation of applicant proposed measures, would not result in
significant impacts to biological resources. Therefore, the project’s contributions to cumulative
impacts to biological resources would not be cumulatively considerable. Based on the above
analysis and the project’s consistency with local, regional and state conservation plans, the project’s
contribution cumulative policy impacts on biological resources would not be cumulatively
considerable.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
The following measures are proposed to avoid or reduce potential impacts to nesting birds:
BIO-1
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If no vegetation or tree removal occurs during the avian breeding season (at a minimum
February through August), but variable based on seasonal climatic conditions, no
surveys are required. If vegetation clearing and/or tree removal occurs during the avian
breeding season, pre-construction surveys shall be conducted no more than three days
prior to the initiation of vegetation clearance activities. If any active nests are found, the
project work shall be conducted at a suitable distance (buffer area), determined by the
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City-approved biologist to ensure active nests are not disturbed and that any young
have fledged and become independent of the adults. Project activities may encroach
into the buffer only after receiving approval from the City-approved biologist. The limits
of construction to avoid nests shall be established in the field with flagging and stakes or
construction fencing.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee must submit the name and qualifications
of the project biologist that will conduct such survey work to the City for staff review
and approval. The results of the survey must be submitted to the City for staff review
and approval before the issuance of any grading or building permits for the project.
Monitoring: City Planning and Environmental Review staff must verify compliance
before the issuance of any Building/Demolition Permits for the project as well as
conduct periodic site inspections to verify compliance with any restrictions on
construction activity posted by either this mitigation measure and/ or the biological
survey prepared before commencement of project construction.
Residual Impact
Implementation of the proposed mitigation measures above and adherence to stormwater and
grading regulations would reduce potential direct and indirect impacts to biological resources to a
less than significant level. No residual impacts are anticipated.
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5 Cultural Resources
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project have any of the following impacts?
a. Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as
defined in §15064.5

□

■

□

□

b. Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource as
defined in §15064.5

□

■

□

□

Disturb any human remains, including those
interred outside of formal cemeteries

□

■

□

□

d. Would the project cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of a tribal
cultural resource as defined in Public
Resources Code 21074

□

■

□

□

c.

Existing Setting
The project site has been previously disturbed. The City of Goleta General Plan does not recognize
any historical or cultural resources in the project site according to Appendix D Cultural Resources
Survey (City of Goleta 2006).

Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact on cultural resources would be expected to occur if the proposed project
resulted in any of the impacts noted in the above checklist. Additional thresholds are contained in
the City’s Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines Manual. The City’s adopted thresholds state:
T CR-1

A project would result in a significant impact on a cultural resource if it results in the
physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its
immediate surroundings such that the significance of such a resource would be
materially impaired.

Responses to threshold T CR-1 is included in the Project-Specific Impacts discussion below and is
noted by reference to the threshold identifier.

Project-Specific Impacts
a.-d. The project site has been previously disturbed and graded. There are no known archaeological
resources on the site. No known burial sites have been identified in the project site. Minimal grading
could be required prior to installation of the project. Although the likelihood of encountering
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isolated archaeological resources is very low, mitigation measure CR-1 is required in the unlikely
event the proposed construction activities encounter remains. (T CR-1)
Cumulative Impacts
The proposed project would not contribute to any cumulative permanent adverse impacts on
cultural resources. No undeveloped land would be developed by the project.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
CR-1

Human Remains. Before initiating construction, excavation, or vegetation removal, the
permittee and construction crew must meet onsite with a City-approved archeologist
and appropriate local Native American representative(s) and present the procedures to
be followed in the unlikely event human remains are uncovered. These procedures
must include those identified in California Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. In
addition, a satisfactory deposition of the remains must be agreed upon by the Cityapproved archaeologist and appropriate local Native American representatives so as to
limit future disturbance. If the remains are determined to be of Native American
descent, the County Coroner has 24 hours to notify the Native American Heritage
Commission (NAHC). The NAHC will then identify the person(s) thought to be the Most
Likely Descendent (MLD) of the deceased Native American, who will then help
determine what course of action should be taken with the remains.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Before the City issues Building/Demolition Permits, the
permittee must provide the City Planning and Environmental Review staff the contact
information of the Native American representative and the agreed upon procedures to
be followed. In the event that remains are found and if the remains are found to be of
Native American origin, the County Coroner will notify the Native American Heritage
Commission and the Commission will name the Most Likely Descendant (MLD). The
MLD, consulting archaeologist, permittee, and City Planning and Environmental Review
Staff will consult as to the disposition of the remains. If the remains are identified as
non-Native American, the County Coroner will take possession of the remains and
comply with all state and local requirements.
Monitoring: The Planning and Environmental Review Director, or designee, must
confirm that the County Coroner is notified in the event human remains are found, and
that the Native American Heritage Commission is contacted if the remains are of Native
American origin.

Residual Impact
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) on Cultural Resources would be less than
significant.
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6 Geology and Soils
Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

□

□

■

□

1. Rupture of a known earthquake
fault, as delineated on the most
recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or
based on other substantial
evidence of a known fault

□

□

■

□

2. Strong seismic ground shaking

□

□

■

□

3. Seismic-related ground failure,
including liquefaction

□

□

■

□

4. Landslides

□

□

■

□

□

□

■

□

□

□

■

□

d. Be located on expansive soil, as defined in
Table 1-B of the Uniform Building Code,
creating substantial risks to life or property

□

□

■

□

e. Have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative wastewater disposal systems
where sewers are not available for the
disposal of wastewater

□

□

■

□

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Would the project have any of the following impacts?
a. Expose people or structures to potentially
substantial adverse effects, including the
risk of loss, injury, or death involving:

b. Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss
of topsoil
c.

Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
made unstable as a result of the project,
and potentially result in on or offsite
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence,
liquefaction, or collapse

Existing Setting
The City of Goleta is located in the western Transverse Range Geomorphic Province of California
(CGS 2002). The project site is located near the western edge of the Goleta Groundwater Basin
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(DWR 2004). The geologic formations exposed on the site are recent artificial fill (Qaf) and
Quaternary-age marine terrace deposits (Qmt) (USGS 2009). The topography of the battery storage
site inside the perimeter wall is relatively flat, gently sloping approximately five percent to the
southeast. The remainder of the parcel is also relatively flat, except for a steeper berm slope along
northwest edge of the property, along the northern terminus of Las Armas Road. The parcel slopes
to the southeast portion of the property (USGS 1951).
Recent soil borings taken from the nearby Mariposa at Ellwood Shores Assisted Living project site
(located at 7760 Hollister Avenue, approximately 600 feet southeast of the project site) to a depth
of 15 feet did not encounter the presence of groundwater (City of Goleta 2012).

Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact on geology and soils would occur if the proposed project resulted in any of the
impacts noted in the above checklist. The City’s Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines Manual
stipulates that a proposed project would result in a potentially significant impact on geological
processes if:
T GEO-1

The project, and/or implementation of required mitigation measures, could result in
increased erosion, landslides, soil creep, mudslides, and/or unstable slopes.
In addition, impacts related to geology have the potential to be significant if the project
involves any of the following characteristics:

T GEO-2

The project site or any part of the project is located on land having substantial geologic
constraints, as determined by the City of Goleta. Areas constrained by geology include
parcels located near active or potentially active faults and property underlain by rock
types associated with compressible/collapsible soils or susceptible to landslides or
severe erosion.

T GEO-3

The project results in potentially hazardous geologic conditions such as the construction
of cut slopes exceeding a grade of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical.

T GEO-4

The project proposes construction of a cut slope over 15 feet in height as measured
from the lowest finished grade.

T GEO-5

The project is located on slopes exceeding 20 percent grade.

Responses to thresholds T GEO-1 through T GEO-5 are included in the Project-Specific Impacts
discussion below and are noted by reference to the threshold identifier.

Project-Specific Impacts
a.1. According to the State Fault Hazard Maps (CGS 2007), the project site is not located in an
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. No known active faults have been mapped on the site or in
the vicinity (USGS 2015, 2009; CGS 1969). The closest known active fault is the Red Mountain Fault
approximately 25 miles east of the site. The nearest significant fault is the More Ranch Fault
segment of the Mission Ridge-Arroyo Parida-More Ranch Fault system less than one half mile south
of the site (USGS 2009). Proposed project design and construction would comply with requirements
of the California Building Code (CBC) Seismic Zone 4 design guidelines to address potential seismicrelated hazards, as adopted by the City in Chapter 15.01 of Title 15 of the Goleta Municipal Code.
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Based on absence of known faults in the site and incorporation of applicable standards, potential
project impacts associated with seismic rupture would be less than significant. (T GEO-1, T GEO-2)
a.2. The proposed project site is located in Southern California, a seismically active area, and would
potentially be subject to strong ground shaking during a seismic event (Jones and Stokes 2006). The
proposed project would be designed and constructed in compliance with the CBC Seismic Zone 4
design guidelines to address potential seismic-related hazards. Therefore, impacts related to seismic
ground shaking would be less than significant. (T GEO-1, T GEO-2)
a.3. The California Geologic Survey (CGS) has designated certain areas within the state as potential
liquefaction hazard zones which are considered at risk for liquefaction-related ground failure during
a seismic event, based on mapped surficial deposits and presence of a relatively shallow water
table. According to CGS, the project site has not been mapped for liquefaction hazard potential (CGS
2007). Based on the Goleta General Plan EIR and the Safety Element, the site is characterized as
possessing low liquefaction and landslide potential (Jones and Stokes 2006). Proposed project
design and construction would comply with requirements of the CBC Seismic Zone 4 design
guidelines to address potential seismic-related ground failure hazards including liquefaction and
lateral spreading. Based on low potential for liquefaction and lateral spreading at the site and
incorporation of applicable standards, potential project impacts associated with seismic-related
ground failure hazards would be less than significant. (T GEO-1)
a.4. Landslides are the downslope movement of geologic materials including soil and rock. The
project site consists of relatively flat terrain and would have low risk associated with landslides (CDC
DMG 2000, USGS 1951) (T GEO-3 through T GEO-5). Proposed project design and construction
would comply with requirements of the CBC Seismic Zone 4 design guidelines to address potential
seismic-related ground failure hazards including landslides. Based on low potential for landslides at
the site and incorporation of applicable standards, potential project impacts associated with
seismic-related ground failure would be less than significant.
b. Increased erosion potential exists at locations with poorly drained soil and steep slopes. Soils in
the project area are typically moderately well drained (USDA 2015). Soils at the project site consist
of both native and imported fill material from past construction and demolition/ remediation, and
site topography is relatively flat or gently sloping inside the perimeter wall (T GEO-1, T GEO-2, T
GEO-5). The proposed battery storage site and related construction would be confined inside the
existing perimeter wall. This area is nearly level and has an unpaved gravel and soil surface that
allows onsite infiltration. Vegetative ground cover is limited to sparse weedy annuals that do not
provide substantial soil stabilization. The remainder of the property is paved or covered in
structures. No areas of active erosion have been observed onsite.
During construction earthwork would be limited to excavation of the concrete pedestal areas,
miscellaneous concrete foundations, concrete trenches and buried conduit, for a total excavation of
approximately 10 cubic yards (with potential for additional yards for over-excavation purposes
pending additional detailed construction review). Excavated material would be stored onsite and
temporary Best Management Practices (BMPs) would be used during construction, as appropriate,
to ensure that exposed soils remain onsite. Detailed site engineering would consider the present
and future drainage patterns. In general, no new or expanded storm drain system is anticipated
because the remainder of the unpaved gravel-surfaced area inside the walled area (after installation
of the small equipment foundations and footings) should continue to provide adequate onsite
infiltration. Therefore, there is low potential for increased erosion or siltation of stormwater runoff
into the existing onsite storm drain system. Based on existing site conditions and planned
implementation of BMPs, potential erosion impacts would be less than significant.
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c. No specific geologic hazards have been identified near the project, as the project site is located on
alluvial soils and artificial fill. The removal of pipeline and appurtenant structures would require
shallow trenching and other construction activities. However, these activities would not impact an
unstable geologic unit as they would occur on areas that are essentially flat (T GEO-1, T GEO-2, T
GEO-5). Therefore, the activities would not contribute to a known landslide becoming unstable,
lateral spreading, subsidence, or collapse. No impacts would occur.
d. Expansive soils are soils that are generally clayey, swell when moistened and shrink when dry. The
main soil unit mapped at the site is the Milpitas-Positas fine sandy loam, which generally consists of
fine sandy loam underlain by clayey subsoil approximately 19 to 54 inches below ground surface
(USDA 2015). The clayey subsoil may exhibit a moderate to high shrink-swell potential which is
associated with expansive soils. Soils would be tested prior to construction to determine actual
properties of onsite soil and to ensure proper engineering design of the battery storage footings,
with appropriate use of engineered fill material, and over-excavation if appropriate. The proposed
project would be designed and constructed in compliance with the CBC Seismic Zone 4 design
standards and incorporate geotechnical recommendations to be prepared for the project to ensure
soil stability, thus reducing potential impacts related to geologic units or soils to a less than
significant level. (T GEO-1)
e. No new or expanded sewage disposal service is required for the battery storage project;
therefore, no impact would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
The project poses no potentially significant project specific geohazard or erosion impacts; therefore,
potential cumulative impacts would not be cumulatively considerable.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
Residual Impact
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) on Geology and Soils would remain less than
significant as a result of project implementation.
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7 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project have any of the following impacts?
a. Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment

□

□

■

□

b. Conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or
regulation adopted to reduce the emissions
of greenhouse gases

□

□

■

□

Existing Setting
Climate gases that trap heat in the atmosphere are often called greenhouse gases (GHGs),
analogous to the way in which a greenhouse retains heat. Common GHG include water vapor,
carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxides (N2Ox), fluorinated gases, and ozone. GHGs are
emitted by both natural processes and human activities. Of these gases, CO2 and CH4 are emitted in
the greatest quantities from human activities. Emissions of CO2 are largely by-products of fossil fuel
combustion, whereas CH4 results from off-gassing associated with agricultural practices and
landfills. Man-made GHGs, many of which have greater heat-absorption potential than CO2, include
fluorinated gases, such as hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFC), and sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6) (CalEPA 2006).
The accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere regulates the earth’s temperature. Without the
natural heat trapping effect of GHGs, Earth’s surface would be about 34° C cooler (CalEPA 2006).
However, it is believed that emissions from human activities, particularly the consumption of fossil
fuels for electricity production and transportation, have elevated the concentration of these gases in
the atmosphere beyond the level of naturally occurring concentrations.
Global climate change issues are addressed through the efforts of various federal, state, regional,
and local government agencies as well as national and international scientific and governmental
conventions and programs. These agencies work jointly and individually to understand and regulate
the effects of greenhouse gas emissions and resulting climate change through legislation,
regulations, planning, policy-making, education, and a variety of programs. The significant agencies,
conventions, and programs focused on global climate change are listed below.









Federal U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
California Air Resources Board
California Executive Order S-3-05
California Executive Order S-13-08
California Global Warming Solutions Action of 2006 (AB 32)
Senate Bill (SB) 97. SB 97, enacted in 2007
State of California Climate Change Proposed Scoping Plan
Senate Bill (SB) 375. SB 375
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Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District (SBCAPCD)
City of Goleta Energy Efficiency Standards




Thresholds of Significance
Neither the The SBCAPCD nor the City of Goleta has adopted a quantitative significance threshold
for GHG emissions or a specific methodology for analyzing air quality impacts related to greenhouse
gas emissions in April 2015. To date, only the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD),
the San Joaquin Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD), and the San Luis Obispo County Air
Pollution Control District (SLOCAPCD) have adopted quantitative significance thresholds for GHGs.
Additionally, the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) has established interim
thresholds.
T GHG-1

BAAQMD SBCAPCD GHG thresholds are summarized in

Table 7. It is important to note that no thresholds of significance for construction emissions have
been developed by the BASBCAQMD.
Table 7 Bay Area Santa Barbara County Air Quality Management District GHG Thresholds
of Significance
GHG Emission Source Category
Commercial and Residential (land use projects)

Operational Emissions
1,100 MT CO2e/yr
or
4.6 MT CO2e/SP/yra

Stationary Sourcesb

10,000 MT CO2e /yr

a

SP = Service Population (residents + employees).

b

Stationary Sources include stationary combustion sources (industrial-type uses) regulated by SBCAPCD

Source: Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District Environmental Review Guidelines, April 2015 Planning & Development
Department, Support for Use of Bay Area Air Quality Management District Greenhouse Gas Emissions Standards. Interim GHG
Emissions – Evidentiary Support, June 10, 2010.

Project-Specific and Cumulative Impacts
a. The project would generate GHG emissions during construction activities and during maintenance
activities during operations. CalEEMod, version 2013.2.2, and EMFAC 2014 were used to estimate
onsite and offsite GHG emissions from construction and operation of the proposed project. Please
refer to the Air Quality discussion above for assumptions in the modeling of emissions of criteria air
pollutants and greenhouse gases.
Construction Emissions. Based on the CalEEMod modeling results, construction activity for the
project would generate 2 MT carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) (Table 8). The project would also
result in 27 MT CO2e from vehicle trips during the pre-operations commissioning phase.
Operational Emissions. Operational or long-term emissions associated with the battery storage
system are limited to mobile sources associated with routine site inspections and maintenance
activity. As shown in Table 8, the proposed project is estimated to generate 2 MT CO2e emissions
per year.
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Modeled annual emissions from the proposed project were compared to the BASBCAQMD/Goleta
stationary source interim thresholds for GHG emissions: 10,000 MT CO2e/year. The total emissions
from both construction and operations of 30 MT CO2e/year do not exceed the threshold of 10,000
MT CO2e/year. Therefore, because the project’s estimated GHG emissions are below the applicable
stationary source threshold the project would result in less than significant project-specific and
cumulative impacts from GHG emissions. (T GHG-1)
Table 8 Construction and Operational Emissions of Greenhouse Gases
Emission Source
Construction
Commissioning-Mobile
Operation-Mobile
Total
BAAQMD/ Goleta Stationary Source Threshold
Threshold Exceeded?

Annual Emissions (MT CO2e)
2
27
2
30
10,000
No

Note: CalEEMod and EMFAC 2014 were used to calculate the GHG emissions. See Appendix B for results

b. The City of Goleta adopted the Final Climate Action (CAP) Plan in July 2014. The CAP establishes a
2007 baseline inventory, establishes a planning horizon of 2007 through 2030, and identifies
quantified and non-quantified measures to effectively meet GHG reduction targets. The CAP
outlines a framework to reduce community GHG emissions by 2020 and 2030 and supports AB 32.
The project would directly support the goals of the CAP, as the battery storage would reduce GHG
emissions through storing energy during off-peak hours and dispatching energy on an as-needed
basis during peak hours. This not only reduces fossil fuels used during peak hours, but also
maximizes usage of energy from renewable sources (such as wind and solar facilities) that may not
be able to produce energy during peak demand times.
Regionally, SBCAG has adopted the 2040 Regional Transportation Plan – Sustainable Communities
Strategy (2040 RTP-SCS) which addresses GHG emissions from passenger vehicles in Santa Barbara
County. As discussed in Section 16, Transportation/Traffic, the unmanned battery storage facility
would not generate frequent daily trips as a part of long-term generation. Construction activities
would generate trips over a 16-20 week period, however, after commissioning project related trips
would be limited to routine inspections. These inspections would be concurrent with inspections
and maintenance of existing EGS facilities and no incremental increase in trips would occur. As the
operation of the project would not result in increased vehicle trip emissions and there are no active
statewide, local, or regional plans, including AB 32 or the 2040 RTP-SCS, applicable to temporary
construction projects, the project would not conflict with any plan regarding mobile emissions.
Therefore, the project would not conflict with any applicable plan, policy or regulation of an agency
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases. No impacts would occur.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
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Residual Impact
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) on Greenhouse Gas Emissions would remain
less than significant as a result of project implementation.
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8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project have any of the following impacts?
a. Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous
materials

□

■

□

□

b. Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions
involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment

□

■

□

□

□

□

■

□

d. Be located on a site that is included on a
list of hazardous material sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section
65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a
significant hazard to the public or the
environment?

□

■

□

□

e. For a project located in an airport land use
plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public
airport or public use airport, would the
project result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project area

□

□

□

■

For a project near a private airstrip, would
it result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project area

□

□

□

■

□

□

■

□

c.

f.

Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within 0.25 mile of an
existing or proposed school

g. Impair implementation of or physically
interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation
plan
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

h. Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving
wildland fires, including where wildlands
are adjacent to urbanized areas or where
residences are intermixed with wildlands

□

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

□

■

□

Existing Setting
A Limited Environmental Site Assessment (LESA) was conducted (AECOM 2015) for the project site.
This report was peer reviewed by Rincon in March 2017. The review included a preliminary review
of past and present land use practices; a records review (historical site plans, environmental
regulatory/agency lists and records); reconnaissance of the project site and surrounding area; and
interviews with NRG representatives and facility operators regarding the current and past
operations on the project site. Subsurface investigations were not performed. However, based on
the LESA, potential subsurface impacts associated with a former underground fuel storage tank and
in the area of an existing oil-water separator vault associated with the EGS were identified. The LESA
is provided in Appendix E.

Safety Systems and Controls
Safety and reliability systems would be implemented in accordance with a Design Failure Mode and
Effects Analysis (DFMEA) performed as part of the project’s early design phase. Safety and reliability
systems would include voltage and current protection via software controls; physical protection via
component isolation; and fire alarm and suppression systems.
The battery storage control system has built-in, redundant protection functions at multiple
equipment and software levels for:






Battery cell over/under temperature protection
String over voltage protection
String over-current protection
Environment over/under temperature protection
Islanding (i.e., “anti-islanding” protection that would cause an automatic shutdown in the event
of a power outage or other grid problem)

The battery system would be comprised of lithium ion pouch cells that are arranged into a module,
where multiple modules are placed into a rack, and racks are placed into an enclosure. There are
physical, electrical, and control designs at each level that mitigate safety risks. These multiple layers
of protection are summarized below, as well as protections external to the enclosure provided at
the EGS and from local agency fire and emergency response services.
LG Chem Lithium Ion Battery Technology Overview. In general, a Li-ion battery is a rechargeable
type of battery consisting of three major functional components: a positive electrode made from
metal oxide; a negative electrode made from carbon; and, electrolyte solution made from lithium
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salt. Lithium ions move from negative to positive electrode during discharging and in the opposite
direction when charging.
There are five major Li-ion battery sub-chemistries that are commercially available. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lithium Nickel Cobalt aluminum (NCA)
Lithium Nickel Manganese cobalt (NMC)
Lithium Manganese oxide (LMO)
Lithium titanate oxide (LTO)
Lithium-iron phosphate (LFP)

The battery storage system would utilize an LMO (NMC) technology developed by LG Chem. The
proposed battery storage system would be designed, constructed, operated and maintained in
accordance with applicable industry best practices and regulatory requirements, listed below in
Table 9.
Table 9 Industry Design Standards
Regulations & Standards

Compliance

Inverter, Converter, Controllers & Interconnection
System Equipment

UL 1741 (Inverter only)

Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric
Power Systems

IEEE 1547

Seismic Rating

IBC / CBC Zone 4

Communication

FCC Part 15B Class A

National Electric Code

The system would conform to NEC 2011, ANSI/NFPA 70 with
regards to wire sizing, fuses, and circuit breakers.

Sizing of the Halon fire suppression system

NFPA 2003

Transportation

UN Manual Section 38.3, DOT, PHMSA Class 9

Harmonic Control in Electrical Power Systems

IEEE 519

Signage of Hazardous Materials for Emergency
Response

NFPA 704

Product Safety Signs and Labels

ANSI Z535

Transformer Standards

ANSI C57

Surge Withstand Capabilities

ANSI C37

Battery Cell safety

UL1642, IEC62133, EN62133, UN38.3

Battery Module safety

UL1973, UN38.3

Industry standards are outlined in a 2014 study prepared by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
for US Department of Energy (Conover 2014). A partial list of these design materials includes:






Computer software analysis for battery storage system heat generation and HVAC capacity
based on final selection of the battery chemistry
Battery rack design drawings
A jurisdictional agency (e.g. Santa Barbara County Fire Department in coordination with the City
of Goleta) evaluation of fire suppression system adequacy
Vendor report on effectiveness of FM-200 Fire Suppression System
CAISO accepted power system load flow (PSLF) modeling for evaluation of the battery storage
system’s effect on the electrical grid
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Transformer short circuit duty requirements (short circuit duty is a description of the severity of
overcurrent that a device can reasonably be expected to withstand)

This study also provides recommended safety measures based on other California battery storage
projects.
LMO Lithium batteries are used as a cathode material for electric vehicles and stationary energy
storage facilities due to their low cost, thermal stability, abundance and lack of toxicity. Numerous
tests are performed to examine the risk of fire and explosion to their product. According to LG
Chem, no fire or explosion has occurred under the scenarios tested to date (LG Chem 2016).
Governing Regulations and LG Chem’s Existing Facilities. The components of LG Chem’s battery are
qualified to the following international standards:





Battery Cell: UL 1642, UN DOT Transportation Testing and Certifications (UN DOT 38.3) for
Lithium Batteries
Battery Module: UL 1973, CE, EMC, UN DOT Transportation Testing and Certifications (UN DOT
38.3) for Lithium Batteries. UL 1973 requires that a battery storage system
cannot be an explosion hazard when attacked by an external fire source, and that a single cell
failure in an energy storage system pack would not result in a cascading thermal runaway.
Production facilities and quality procedures: ISO9001; ISO14001; OHSAS18001 1; and Technical
Specification (TS) 16949.

Lithium Ion Cell Level Features. Each battery is built up from a number of small, pouch-type cells as
shown in Figure 7. Each cell measures approximately 9.8 inches in length, 6.5 inches in width, and is
0.2 inches thick. The battery cell must pass abuse tests according to UL Standard 1642 for Lithium
Batteries. This standard includes protocols for several tests designed to reduce the risk of fire or
explosion, including electrical tests, mechanical tests, environmental tests, and fire exposure tests. 2
In the case of any cell-level thermal event, the module is designed to provide additional
containment to prevent thermal runaway.
Module Level Features. The system is designed to prevent events such as over currents, over
voltage, under voltage and over temperature. The module must also comply with UL Standard 1973
- Batteries for Use in Light Electric Rail and Stationary Applications. 3 Additional physical containment
and electrical protection is provided in both the hardware and the software such as module metal
encasing, rack structure and fastening, battery management system (BMS) software for diagnosing
abnormal characteristics, fuses in each module and at the rack level.
LG Chem tested the fire suppression system in a test where they artificially created a short circuit in
a module. The fire was put out after a minute from the start of gas injection (gas injection for 90
seconds). Tests have also verified that a fire in one battery module would not result in the fire
spreading to adjacent modules.
The potential risk of explosion is also addressed in the cell and module design. The cell’s metal
electrodes are contained in a thin, non-rigid aluminum ‘pouch’. During normal charge and discharge
cycling of the battery, there would be some limited degradation of the electrolyte and cathode, and
the chemical processes would result in the production of a small quantity of CO2 gas. This results in
a slight swelling of the pouch with the volume increasing by about 5 percent. Such swelling is
1 See: http://www.ohsas-18001-occupational-health-and-safety.com/
2 See: http://ulstandards.ul.com/standard/?id=1642_5

3 See: http://ulstandards.ul.com/standard/?id=1973_1
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accounted for in the design of the battery sub-modules (i.e., stacks of battery cells) by (1) inclusion
of compressible pads between cells, and (2) design of the sub-modules’ end-plates, such that there
is no risk to the integrity of the cells, sub-modules, or complete battery systems.
Rack Level Features. LG Chem battery modules are assembled into self-contained racks. Battery
protection at the rack level includes BMS communication, pre-charge relay and resisters for inrush
current prevention, circuit breakers to protect overcurrent, sensors for measuring voltage and
current, and emergency stops.
Enclosure and Control System Features. Inside the enclosure that houses the battery cells,
modules, and racks, there is a broader system that enables the racks’ energy to be aggregated,
inverted from DC to AC power, and transformed to the interconnection voltage level. The enclosure
that would house the battery racks (roughly 24 racks per enclosure) would have several safety
systems including an HVAC system that is sized to maintain the advised temperature range and
account for the heat dissipation from the batteries when being charged or discharged. The heating
and cooling system is designed with redundancy.
System-level protections designed to maintain battery health and safety include an automatic stop
to battery operations at certain temperatures and dangerously high and low states of charge (i.e.,
near 0 percent and 100 percent).
The battery storage system control system would detect and categorize all device or internal
communication faults as Warning, Normal Error or Critical Error faults. All fault occurrences would
generate alerts that are sent to monitoring systems and over Web Service to the battery storage
system supplier’s portal, and email notifications to the project operator. If any critical error occurs,
the system stops charge/discharge operations within milliseconds and the DC contactor is opened to
cut off any current flow.
The battery storage system would be controlled remotely from NRG’s Mandalay Generating Station
in Oxnard. However, the battery storage system’s onsite emergency shutdown system (ESS)
controller has a Human Machine Interface (HMI) accessible from the front of the inverter in the PCS
that would enable onsite personnel to view status information, including state of charge,
charge/discharge modes, and the ability to input commands to operate the system in local mode.
This HMI also enables EGS personnel to shut off the equipment in the event of an emergency. In
addition, security lighting and surveillance cameras would be installed and continuously monitored
from NRG’s Mandalay Generating Station operations facility.
The battery storage system design adheres to requirements related to posted safety and warning
placards. The battery storage system supplier would develop site specific operating and
maintenance and safety manuals. As part of the project commissioning process, the battery storage
system supplier would provide classroom and field training (operations, maintenance and safety) to
the NRG operators including instructions and procedures on PCS and battery/module safety during
maintenance and replacement. Manual disconnects would be installed on the auxiliary power, PCS,
and battery strings, enabling manual shutdown of all electrical equipment during maintenance and
service.
Fire Safety and Suppression Systems. The battery storage system would be designed and operated
in accordance with applicable industry best practices and regulatory requirements, including fire
safety standards (Table 9). In addition, because the battery installation would occur on an existing
electrical generation facility site, NFPA 850 standards would also apply (NFPA 2015).
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The battery storage unit enclosure includes a fire suppression system designed to detect and
suppress fires. If smoke or heat is detected or if the system is manually triggered, an alarm would
sound, horn-strobes would flash, and the system would release FM-200 from pressurized storage
cylinders in the battery enclosure. FM-200 is a trade name for the chemical agent
heptafluoropropane, also known as HFC-227ea. HFC-227ea is listed as “acceptable for occupied
areas” under the Significant New Alternatives Program (SNAP), the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) program to evaluate and regulate substitutes for ozone-depleting chemicals. When
discharged, the FM-200 liquid flows through a network of nozzles in the battery enclosure and
vaporizes, extinguishing a fire within 10 seconds. FM-200 is specifically designed to extinguish Li-ion
battery fires, and does not contain water, which is reactive with Lithium. The aerosol agent is
used as a propellant in pharmaceutical inhalers that dispense asthma medications. Activation of the
FM-200 system would not endanger EGS plant operating personnel or emergency responders.
EGS Facility Safety Systems. Emergency response plans are in place for the existing EGS. NRG has
initiated consultation with the Santa Barbara County Fire Department to address potential
contingency situations associated with the battery storage system. In coordination with the Santa
Barbara County Fire Department and City of Goleta, the existing facility contingency plans, including
the Hazardous Materials Business Plan and Emergency Response Plan would be updated with
appropriate plans and procedures to address battery storage system safety components.
Local Agency Response. Additional fire protection and emergency response capability is available
from local fire and emergency response services. The nearest fire station to the project site is
Station 11 located approximately two miles to the southeast at 6901 Frey Way, near the
intersection of Hollister Avenue and Storke Road in Goleta. Response time to the project site is
approximately five to seven minutes. A new fire station (Station 10) is planned to be constructed at
7952 Hollister Avenue, across the street from Sandpiper Golf Club and adjacent to the Hideaway
residential development, approximately 0.4 miles from the EGS.
Lithium Ion Transportation. Transportation of lithium ion batteries is subject to 49 CFR 173.185 –
DOT Pipeline and Hazardous Material Administration. These regulations include requirements for
prevention of a dangerous evolution of heat; prevention of short circuits; prevention of damage to
the terminals; and the requirement that no battery come in contact with other batteries or
conductive materials.

Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact with regard to hazards and hazardous materials would be expected to occur if
the proposed project resulted in any of the impacts noted in the above checklist. In addition, the
City’s Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines Manual addresses public safety impacts resulting
from involuntary exposure to hazardous materials. These thresholds focus on the activities that
include the installation or modification to facilities that handle hazardous materials, transportation
of hazardous materials, or non-hazardous land uses in proximity to hazardous facilities.

Project-Specific Impacts
a. Battery storage systems, such as the proposed project, are designed so that batteries would not
degrade to the point of needing to be replaced during the life of the project. However, if transport
of batteries is necessary, this material would be classified mostly as universal waste under the
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) regulations and guidance (DTSC 2015).
Transportation of lithium ion batteries is subject to 49 CFR 173.185 – DOT Pipeline and Hazardous
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Material Administration. These regulations include requirements for prevention of a dangerous
evolution of heat; prevention of short circuits; prevention of damage to the terminals; and the
requirement that no battery come in contact with other batteries or conductive materials.
Adherence to the requirements such training, safe interim storage, and segregation from other
potential waste streams would minimize any public hazard related to transport, use, or disposal. In
order to ensure that these requirements would be in place, mitigation measure HAZ-1 requires that
the emergency plans for the EGS be updated to include the planning and training elements. Other
uses of hazardous materials on the site would be those normally associated with modern electric
utility infrastructure, including copper wiring and insulators. No liquid or gaseous compounds are
expected to be used for proposed operations. Adherence to these requirements and mitigation
measure HAZ-1 would ensure that impacts would be less than significant.
b. The proposed project would be a passive use that would not use hazardous materials on a regular
basis that could be upset and cause a hazardous condition for the public. However, there is a risk of
fire on the site resulting from overheating or other electrical fault conditions in the battery storage
system, or fire that spreads to the project from the existing EGS, or from an adjacent property. If the
multiple fire suppression systems that are proposed to be included in the battery storage system
were to fail and emissions from the battery equipment were to be released to atmosphere, the
fumes and smoke could be irritating and toxic. Depending on specific lithium chemistry, fumes could
contain hydrogen fluoride or phosphorous compounds containing fluorides (Andersson et al. 2013).
The proposed battery storage system would include physical, electrical, and control features in
order to control potential adverse conditions at the sources, and thus prevent offsite impacts.
Protective measures are included in the project at the lithium ion cell level, the module level, the
rack level, and the enclosure level.
The project proposes to use LG Chem batteries. LG Chem has performed multiple tests to examine
the risk of fire and explosion when using the batteries. Under the scenarios tested to date, no fire or
explosion has occurred (LG Chem 2016).
The battery system would be protected by alerts, alarms, fire suppressions systems inside the
enclosure, and external to the enclosure in the EGS facility.
The battery storage system is designed in accordance with various electrical and safety codes and
regulations, and includes numerous safety features as described in the existing conditions section
above. Key features include Design Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (DFMEA) in early design;
voltage and current protection via software controls; physical protection via component isolation;
and, fire alarm and suppression systems. The battery storage system enclosure would include a fire
suppression system designed to detect and suppress fires. If smoke is detected or if the system is
manually triggered, alarm bells would sound, horn-strobes would buzz and flash, and the FM-200
system would release a dry aerosol agent from canisters mounted in the battery storage system
enclosure. The FM-200 aerosol agent is stored as a liquid in pressurized cylinders. When discharged,
the liquid flows through a piping network into the container, where it vaporizes. The system is
designed to extinguish a fire within 10 seconds.
The aerosol agent is specifically designed to extinguish Li-ion battery fires, and would not contain
water, which is reactive with Lithium. The aerosol agent is used as a propellant in pharmaceutical
inhalers that dispense asthma medications, and exposure represents no risk to first responders if
FM-200 activation occurs.
Other potential upset conditions include intentional or unintentional damage, theft, or vandalism
resulting in damage to the battery storage system or exposure of the battery system components to
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the environment. Under such conditions, the equipment would be shut down and rendered
inoperable, with no potential for offsite impacts. To prevent these types of upset conditions, the
battery storage system would be located inside a secure gated and walled area adjacent to the
existing generating station equipment. Security lighting and surveillance cameras would be installed
and continuously monitored from NRG’s Mandalay Generating Station operations facility.
Emergency response plans are in place for the existing EGS. Santa Barbara County Fire Department
visited the proposed battery storage system site in September 2016 and reviewed with NRG the
potential contingency situations associated with the battery storage system. In order to ensure that
the Santa Barbara County Fire Department approves of all safety plans for the site, mitigation
measure HAZ-1 requires that the existing EGS contingency plans, including the Fire Protection Plan,
Emergency Response Plan, and Hazardous Materials Business Plan be updated with appropriate
plans and procedures to address potential contingency situations associated with the battery
storage system in coordination with the Santa Barbara County Fire Department, the County
Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA), and City of Goleta.
Public Health Screening Level Risk Assessment
For the proposed project, Sierra Research (2016) conducted a screening-level assessment to
characterize the public health effects in the event of a battery malfunction. This study was peer
reviewed by Rincon Consultants in March 2016. The methodology and results of the study are
summarized below and the complete study report is provided as Appendix F.
During normal operation there would be no emissions from the project. However, in the event of a
battery storage system malfunction, such as a runaway reaction or overcharge event, the project
could emit pollutants to the atmosphere. The expected pollutants emitted from the modeled
scenarios are listed in Table 10 with more detailed calculations provided at the end of Appendix F.
Table 10 Compounds Emitted During a Battery Storage System Malfunction
Constituents Emitted
Hydrogen

Carbon Monoxide

Carbon Dioxide

Methane

Acetylene

Ethylene

Ethane

Propene

Propane

Hydrogen Fluoride

Sulfur Dioxide

Nitrogen Oxides

Phosphine

1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane (Fire Suppressant)

To determine the reasonable worst case public health impacts for this analysis, the study assumed
that the battery storage system fire suppression system would activate but not control the system
malfunction. For this event, it was further assumed that the system malfunction would continue for
up to one hour at which time the fire department would arrive onsite and open the container. (Fire
Department response time is actually five to seven minutes from the time of notification, and this
response time would be less than five minutes when the currently planned Station 10 is
operational.)
Three different system malfunctions were analyzed: (1) an elevated temperature situation due to a
runaway reaction with no combustion (venting with no combustion); (2) an elevated temperature
situation due to a runaway reaction with combustion; and (3) and an overcharge event with
combustion. For all three malfunction scenarios, it was assumed that the release of pollutants to the
atmosphere would occur within a relatively short period of time (i.e., one hour or less). The primary
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pollutants released due to the malfunction scenarios would be CO2 and CO along with lesser
amounts of other compounds, including the chemicals released by the fire suppression system.
Sensitive receptors were defined as the locations occupied by groups of individuals who may be
more susceptible to health risks from a chemical exposure. The nearest residential receptor is a
residential development located approximately 250 feet west of the battery storage system site,
across Las Armas Road. The closest school is the Ellwood Elementary School, located approximately
800 feet east of the project site, and the nearest elder care facility is located approximately 430 feet
southeast of the project site. These receptors are shown in Appendix F, Figure B-1.
Project emissions to the air would consist of combustion and vent products from the burning and/or
venting of the battery cells due to a system malfunction. Inhalation is the main pathway by which air
pollutants could potentially cause public health impacts.
Significance criteria used in this analysis were based on the prioritization method developed by the
California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) in consultation with the California Air
Resources Board (ARB) and Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) as part of
the implementation of the Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Information and Assessment Act of 1987 (Air
Toxics “Hot Spot” Act, Health and Safety Code §44344.4(c)). The significance criteria used by the
prioritization method is based on a Total Score (TS) for chronic and acute impacts. These score
thresholds are presented in Table 11. The thresholds are based on the application of a number of
conservative air dispersion modeling scenarios coupled with air pollutant toxicities as reported by
OEHHA and the EPA.
Table 11 Prioritization Thresholds
Facility Score

Facility Designation

Total Score ≥ 10

High Priority

1 ≤ Total Score < 10

Intermediate Priority/Consider Other Factors

Total Score < 1

Low Priority

The expected pollutants emitted from the modeled scenarios included a number of conservative
factors, including allowing both the non-combustion and combustion malfunction events to
continue without control for over an hour and using an external ignition source to force combustion
when the malfunction itself did not result in sufficient heat to cause a fire. The tests performed by
LG Chem concluded that, for a high temperature event of a single cell with no combustion, there will
be no propagation from this cell to surrounding cells. The tests also concluded that for a combustion
event of a module (a module is comprised of 28 cells) there will be no propagation from one module
to surrounding modules. However, because there were no tests performed to determine if
combustion of a single cell would propagate to surrounding cells, for both combustion scenarios the
emissions and health impacts were determined based on emissions from an entire module (28
cells). The impacts for the non-combustion event were based on the emissions from a single cell.
The release of emissions to the atmosphere would occur over a relatively short period of time
(approximately one hour or less). Therefore, only the public health impacts associated with acute
exposure to short term releases were analyzed for the three system malfunctions. The acute impact
prioritization scores for the three system malfunction scenarios are provided in Table 12. Each score
is below 1, indicating that all of these release scenarios receive a Low Priority classification.
Therefore, the public health impacts associated with the three system malfunctions are not
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considered significant at the nearest receptors (i.e., residences along Las Armas Road). By extension,
potential impacts at other nearby but more distant receptors, such as Ellwood Elementary School
and the planned elder care facility, are not considered significant.
Table 12 Project Prioritization Scores for Three System Malfunction Scenarios
Malfunction Scenario

Acute Prioritization Score

Exceeds Prioritization
Threshold of 1?

Runaway with No Combustion

1.1E-4 (0.0011)

No

Runaway with Combustion

1.0E-01 (0.1)

No

Overcharge with Combustion

2.9E-01 (0.29)

No

Electric and Magnetic Fields
Electric and magnetic fields (EMF) are invisible lines of force that are part of the natural and manmade environment. A natural source is the earth's magnetic field. Manmade sources include
household or building wiring, electrical appliances and electric power transmission and distribution
facilities. EMF strength decreases rapidly with distance from the source.
Electric fields are created around appliances and wires wherever a voltage exists, similar to the
water pressure in a hose. Electric field strength is measured in units of volts per meter (V/m).
Health-related research around EMF focuses primarily on magnetic field exposures. Magnetic fields
are created whenever electrical current flows, similar to the way water flows when the nozzle of a
hose is opened. Magnetic field strength is measured in units of gauss (G) or more commonly in
milligauss (mG).
Potential EMF sources from the battery storage system are the battery system electronic
components and the offsite electrical grid. EMF is not normally associated with the batteries
themselves, as these are a pure DC source. The proposed battery storage system will not add
incremental EMF to the existing offsite electrical grid. The battery storage system provides a new
point of interconnection with the grid, and the grid will experience the same load as it would
without the battery storage system.
The battery storage system would tie into SCE’s existing 16 kV distribution system that runs along
the east side of Las Armas Road. Based on the results of an interconnection study, no new electric
distribution and transmission lines are required for the interconnection of the project to the
electrical grid. Given the low levels of EMF from the battery storage system’s electronic components
and the absence of new incremental EMF to the existing offsite electrical grid, no impacts from EMF
would occur.
c. The Ellwood Elementary School is located less than 0.25 mile from the project site (Figure 3a). As
noted in item (a), the battery storage system would require infrequent transport of spent batteries.
Transport of spent batteries would in accordance with DTSC universal waste requirements and
would not present a risk to the school or other offsite receptors.
Other uses of hazardous materials on the site would include those normally associated with
operations and maintenance of electrical utility infrastructure. The proposed battery storage system
represents a slight increase in the amount of onsite electrical infrastructure. All applicable safety
standards would be implemented during routine operations and maintenance of this equipment.
With implementation of applicable safety standards described above, potential impacts would be
less than significant.
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d. The site is not included on the Hazardous Waste and Substance Site List database (the “Cortese”
list).
The State Water Quality Control Board GeoTracker database shows a leaking underground storage
tank (LUST) Cleanup Site on the project site. Hazardous materials were not observed on the
property during the site reconnaissance performed during preparation of the LESA (Appendix F).
Subsurface impacts were previously identified associated with the former 457,000-gallon
underground fuel storage tank (installed in 1974 and removed in 1994) and the 4,000-gallon oily
waste water storage tank (removed and replaced in 1987). Impacts were assessed and remediated
with limited impacted soils that could not be removed, which were left in place beneath the facility
foundations. The case was closed when the clean-up activities were completed. As a precaution, a
Soil Management Plan would be developed and implemented to address any hazardous conditions
that could be encountered during facility installation. This measure is included as Mitigation
Measure HAZ-2.
Transmission lines were observed along the western boundary of the property along with
transformers owned by NRG. No leaks or stains were observed on the property. Electrical
transformers, hydraulic equipment, capacitors, and similar equipment may contain polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB) as operating or dielectric insulating fluids in the units. The Federal Toxic Substances
Control Act generally prohibited the domestic manufacture of PCBs after 1976; therefore, there is a
potential for the dielectric fluid in electrical and hydraulic equipment manufactured prior to that
date to contain PCBs. Equipment that may contain PCBs, such as capacitors, was not observed on
the property during the site reconnaissance. In summary, there are no existing or proposed site
conditions that would impact offsite receptors. With implementation of applicable safety standards
and mitigation measure HAZ-2, impacts would be less than significant
e., f. The project site is located approximately 2.4 miles west of the Santa Barbara Airport. There are
no private airstrips in the project vicinity. No impacts related to aviation safety would occur.
g. The project site is located at the northern terminus of Las Armas Road, which dead-ends at the
Southern Pacific Railroad right-of way. The proposed battery storage system would be sited inside
the walled area in the northeast corner of the property. This area has a gated entrance that allows
emergency response vehicle access in the event of an emergency at the EGS. The new equipment
would be sited such that emergency response access to the existing EGS facility would not be
obstructed.
h. The proposed project would not expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or
death involving wildland fires. The proposed project is an infill project on the existing EGS parcel.
The project site is not located in a city-designated wildland fire area (Goleta 2009) and there are no
wildlands located onsite. Therefore, project wildland fire impacts would be less than significant.

Direct and Cumulative Impacts
Based on a review of the proposed project location, past and present site conditions, the proposed
battery storage design safety features, and emergency response capability, with implementation of
the mitigation measures included below no significant direct or cumulatively considerable impacts
would result from project implementation.
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Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
MM HAZ-1 Contingency Plans. The existing EGS contingency plans shall be updated to address
potential contingency situations associated with the battery storage system. These
existing contingency plans include: the Fire Protection Plan, Emergency Response Plan,
and Hazardous Materials Business Plan. In addition to the information that is already
included in the plans, the updated plans will include where fire suppression material is
stored on the site, how the fire department will access the material, what the material
is, and where copies of the plan are stored. All updates will occur in coordination with
applicable agencies, including but not limited to: the Santa Barbara County Fire
Department, the County Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA), and the City of
Goleta. Updated contingency plans shall be stored onsite.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Updates to existing EGS contingency plans shall be
completed prior to the initiation of construction activities for the proposed battery
storage system, in order to ensure that appropriate contingency plans are in place
through all project phases. The City of Goleta, or their designee, shall ensure
completion of contingency plan updates and approval of SBCFD and CUPA.
Monitoring: The City of Goleta, or their designee, shall inspect the updated
contingency plans on an annual basis, and following any emergency or unanticipated
situation during which contingency plan procedures are required to be implemented, in
order to ensure that contingency plans remain relevant and applicable to the project
site and surroundings.
MM HAZ-2 Soils Management Plan. A Soils Management Plan (SMP) shall be developed and
implemented to identify and remediate or avoid hazardous soils or subsurface
conditions that may be encountered during ground-disturbing activities associated with
project construction. The SMP shall include best management practices to identify
hazardous or potentially hazardous conditions, including but not limited to the
inspection of soil consistency and odor. Project construction may be temporarily halted
if hazardous soils are identified, until the hazardous materials are contained / avoided
or mitigated / remediated in accordance with the SMP. The SMP shall be submitted to
the City of Goleta for review and approval prior to issuance of grading permits for the
project site.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The SMP shall be finalized prior to the initiation of
construction activities, and implemented throughout ground-disturbing activities
associated with project construction.
Monitoring: The on-site construction monitor shall ensure that all requirements of the
SMP are implemented during ground-disturbing activities. The City of Goleta, or their
designee, shall inspect construction activities and SMP implementation throughout the
construction period.
Residual Impact
Implementation of the applicant proposed mitigation measure above would reduce potential
hazardous conditions that may be encountered during facility installation.
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9 Hydrology and Water Quality
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project have any of the following impacts?
a. Violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements

□

□

■

□

b. Substantially deplete groundwater supplies
or interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that there would be a net
deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering or
the local groundwater table level (e.g., the
production rate of pre-existing nearby wells
would drop to a level that would not
support existing land uses or planned uses
for which permits have been granted)

□

□

□

■

Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a
stream or river, in a manner that would
result in substantial erosion or siltation onor off-site?

□

□

■

□

d. Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including the
course of a stream or river, or substantially
increase the rate or amount of surface
runoff in a manner that would result in
flooding on or offsite

□

□

■

□

e. Create or contribute runoff water that
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff

□

□

■

□

Otherwise substantially degrade water
quality

□

□

■

□

g. Place housing in a 100-year flood hazard
area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard
Boundary, Flood Insurance Rate Map, or
other flood hazard delineation map

□

□

□

■

c.

f.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

h. Place structures in a 100-year flood hazard
area that would impede or redirect flood
flows
i.

j.

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

□

□

□

■

Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving
flooding, including that occurring as a result
of the failure of a levee or dam

□

□

■

□

Result in inundation by seiche, tsunami, or
mudflow

□

□

■

□

Existing Setting
The topography of the battery storage site inside the existing perimeter wall is relatively flat, sloping
less than 5 percent to the southeast, and with an unpaved graveled surface. Surface runoff in the
battery storage system site area typically infiltrates into the site soils inside the perimeter wall. The
remainder of the parcel outside of the perimeter wall (i.e., the EGS facility and surrounding
landscaped and paved area) is gently sloping to the southeast, except for a steeper bermed and
vegetated slope along northwest edge of the property, along the northern terminus of Las Armas
Road. Runoff of surface water outside of the perimeter walled area sheet flows over the asphalt
parking area to an onsite channel that exits inside the fenced area in the southeast portion of the
parcel. During a heavy precipitation event, sheet flows from the battery storage system area may
also reach paved area south of the perimeter walled area and enter the existing drainage at the
southeast corner of the larger developed site.
From the exit point of the onsite storm drain, runoff is directed to the undeveloped vegetated land
along the eastern perimeter of the property. As this area becomes saturated, runoff then also
enters the southwestern portion of the adjacent property (owned by NRG) and the undeveloped
road easement that runs east-west along the southern property line. Site resources in this area are
described further in the Biological Resources section.
The project site and surrounding parcels are located outside of designated flood zone areas as
shown on Flood Insurance Rate Map # 06083C1342G (FEMA 2012). The nearest flood zone channels
are located at Devereux Creek located approximately 850 to 900 feet west of the project site (in the
Hideaway residential development area), and a tributary of Devereux Creek located approximately
1,300 feet east of the project site, on the east side of Ellwood Elementary School (FEMA 2012).
Low-lying shoreline areas, and areas adjacent to sloughs and coastal streams, are most susceptible
to tsunami hazards in Goleta (Goleta General Plan, Safety Element). According to Figure 5-2 in the
City of Goleta General Plan as well as mapping information developed by California Emergency
Management Agency (CalEMA), the project site is not located in the city’s Potential Tsunami Run-Up
area (CalEMA 2009).
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Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact on hydrology and water quality would be expected to occur if the proposed
project resulted in any of the impacts noted in the above checklist. In addition, the City’s
Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines Manual provides that a significant impact on hydrology
and water resources would occur if:
T HYD-1 A project would result in a substantial alteration of existing drainage patterns, alter the
course of a stream or river, or increase the rate of surface runoff to the extent that flooding occurs
or substantially degrades water quality.
Responses to thresholds T HYD-1 is included in the Project-Specific Impacts discussion below and is
noted by reference to the threshold identifier.

Project-Specific Impacts
a. Construction and installation of the proposed project would require grading which could cause
runoff into surrounding waterways and the Pacific Ocean. Impacts would be minimized during all
phases of construction through compliance with the Construction General Permit and compliance
with the City’s grading regulations. Moreover, the permittee would be required to would comply
with applicable guidelines related to stormwater pollution, including prepare a Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for the installation of the battery storage facility, which must
include erosion and sediment control BMPs, as well as BMPs that control other potential the
installation and maintenance of appropriate sediment control BMPs during construction
construction-related emissions. Examples of BMPs that may be implemented during installation of
the battery storage facility activities include, but are not limited to, temporary drains and swales, silt
fences, sediment traps, removal of sediment from construction vehicles, and the restriction of
cement wash out areas. These BMPs would limit not only sediment discharge, but also pollutants
associated with sediments, including, but not limited to nutrients, heavy metals, and certain
pesticides and herbicides. The development and implementation of a SWPPP sediment control plan
is a standard requirement that would apply to the would be provided as part of the construction
documents prepared for the proposed project.
During long-term operations, no wastewater discharges would occur, and most of the proposed
battery storage system components would be enclosed. Site maintenance would include visual
inspections for any inadvertent spills of materials that could enter the onsite soils or the storm drain
(e.g., due to heavy precipitation event that sheet flows out of the walled battery storage area).
Based on these site conditions and maintenance practices, the potential for water quality impacts
over the life of the project are less than significant.
b. The proposed project would not substantially deplete groundwater recharge or supplies. No new
municipal water connections are required or proposed as part of the project.
The existing site drainage pattern, which allows rainwater infiltration inside the perimeter-walled
area would be unchanged. The small amount of new impervious surfaces required for the project
(i.e., small pedestal footings for the battery storage system and small foundations for ancillary
equipment) would not inhibit continued infiltration of rainwater into site soils. Any runoff that may
sheet flow beyond the perimeter wall area would enter the storm drain along the southern edge of
the parcel and would then infiltrate the undeveloped area at the exit of the drainage ditch,
consistent with current practices. Therefore, potential impacts related to groundwater recharge
would be less than significant. (T HYD-1)
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c.-f. The site is nearly level and is confined inside an existing perimeter-walled area. As noted in item
(b), the existing drainage pattern would be generally unchanged. Detailed site engineering would
consider the present and future drainage patterns. In general, no new or expanded storm drain
system is anticipated because the remainder of the unpaved gravel-surfaced area inside the walled
area (after installation of the small equipment foundations and footings) should continue to provide
adequate onsite infiltration. As noted in item (a), appropriate BMPs would be maintained onsite to
ensure that sediment or other pollutants are contained onsite and do not enter the storm drain
along the southern perimeter of the parcel. During and after construction any excess soil,
construction waste or other debris would be removed from the site. BMPs and soil management
procedures would be listed on the project construction plans. In addition, the project site and
surrounding parcels are located outside of designated flood zone areas, and the nearest flood
channels are distant from the project site (Devereux Creek is located approximately 850 to 900 feet
west of the project site in the Hideaway residential development area, and a tributary of Devereux
Creek located approximately 1,300 feet east of the project site). Therefore, potential erosion and
flood-related impacts would be less than significant.
g., h. The FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) for Santa Barbara County, California and
Unincorporated Areas does not identify the project site in a 100-year flood hazard zone (FEMA
2012). Therefore, no project impact would result.
i. There are no levees or dams in the vicinity of the project site. Bradbury Dam is located on Lake
Cachuma north of the City of Goleta. The dam is situated facing west, and the drainage travels west
down the Santa Ynez Valley. In the unlikely scenario that the Bradbury Dam failed, resulting
floodwaters would travel through the Santa Ynez Valley, and not south through the City of Goleta
(Jones and Stokes 2006). Therefore, project impact is less than significant.
j. The project site is not located in a tsunami inundation area according to the Tsunami Inundation
Map for Emergency Planning (Dos Pueblos Canyon Quadrangle) prepared by California Emergency
Management Agency (CalEMA 2009). The City of Goleta, including the project site, does not contain
any large bodies of water that could be subject to a seiche. The project site and surrounding area is
relatively flat and not located near steep slopes that could be subject to mudslides. Therefore,
project impact would be less than significant.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
Residual Impact
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) on Hydrology and Water Quality would
remain less than significant as a result of project implementation.
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10 Land Use and Planning
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project have any of the following impacts?
a. Physically divide an established community

□

□

□

■

b. Conflict with any applicable land use plan,
policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including but
not limited to the general plan, specific
plan, local coastal program, or zoning
ordinance) adopted for the purpose of
avoiding or mitigating an environmental
effect

□

□

□

■

□

□

□

■

c.

Conflict with an applicable habitat
conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan

Existing Setting
The project site has a General Plan land use designation of Public/Quasi Public, and inland (nonCoastal Zone) zoning designation of Public Works, Utilities, and Private Service Facilities (PU). The
purpose of the district is to provide areas for the siting of large scale public works, utilities and
private service facilities appropriate for location in the PU district. The intent is to provide adequate
design requirements to ensure that such facilities are compatible with surrounding land uses (Sec.
35-238.1).

Thresholds of Significance
A significant land use and planning impact would occur if the proposed project resulted in any of the
impacts noted in the above checklist. In addition, the City’s Environmental Thresholds and
Guidelines Manual provides guidelines related to “Quality of Life.” Quality of Life is broadly defined
as the aggregate effect of all impacts on individuals, families, communities, and other social
groupings and on the way those groups function. Quality of life issues include loss of privacy,
neighborhood incompatibility, nuisance noise, not exceeding noise thresholds, increased traffic in
quiet neighborhoods, and loss of sunlight/solar access. This analysis is augmented by the
information contained in Aesthetics, Air Quality, Noise, and Transportation/Traffic sections, which
cover issues that relate directly to the project’s land use compatibility.

Project-Specific Impacts
a. The proposed project would not result in the physical division of any established community or
neighborhood nor would it include changes to the existing circulation network. The proposed
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project represents an infill project on the same parcel as the EGS. Therefore, there would be no
impact related to dividing an established community.
b. The proposed project is an infill project on the existing EGS parcel and would result in a slight
intensification of the existing electrical generation use. The parcel is currently used for energy utility
uses and this use would continue with the proposed project. The site is designated as Public/QuasiPublic by the City of Goleta General Plan. The objective of the Public/Quasi-Public land use
designation is to provide land areas for governmental administration and operations, schools, fire
stations, and other public and institutional uses in the city. The proposed project would help
stabilize the energy supplied to the Goleta power grid. This is a use that would serve the residents
and businesses in the city and would therefore be considered an institutional use that would be
allowed in the Public/Quasi Public land use area. The proposed project is an allowed use in the PU
zone. Based on a review of the 1961 CUP for the EGS facility, a new or amended CUP is required for
the battery storage facility.
As described throughout this document the project has low physical profile on a previously
developed site, with no significant air, noise, or light emissions. Various construction and operations
measures would be taken to further minimize potential impacts, thus ensuring that the new
facilities are compatible with surrounding land uses. Therefore, the proposed project would not
conflict with land use plans, policies, and regulations and project impact would be less than
significant.
c. As discussed in the biological resources section, the project would not conflict with any habitat
conservation plan or natural community conservation plan.
“Quality of Life” impacts are not anticipated. As discussed above and throughout this environmental
assessment, the proposed battery storage system has very low or no potential to create nuisance
impacts such as loss of privacy, neighborhood incompatibility, nuisance noise, or increased traffic in
quiet neighborhoods. Please refer to additional analyses in the Aesthetics, Air Quality, Noise, and
Transportation/Traffic sections of this assessment.
Cumulative Impacts
The project conforms with the existing General Plan and zoning designations. This is an infill project
with a slight increase in site intensity. Therefore, the project’s contribution to potential cumulative
impacts would not be considerable.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
Residual Impact
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) on Land Use and Planning would remain less
than significant as a result of project implementation.
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11 Mineral Resources
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project have any of the following impacts:
a. Result in the loss of availability of a known
mineral resource that would be of value to
the region and the residents of the state?

□

□

□

■

b. Result in the loss of availability of a locally
important mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local general plan, specific
plan, or other land use plan?

□

□

□

■

Existing Setting
No known mineral resources have been identified on the project site, nor does the site contain any
known locally important mineral resources. The project site is entirely developed has been used as
an electrical distribution facility since the 1920s, and as a power generation facility since the early
1970s. There is no evidence that extraction of mineral resources ever occurred onsite. According to
the mineral yearbook produced by the California Geological Survey and the USGS (2003), no major
nonfuel mineral-producing areas are located in the city. In addition, the mineral land classification
maps for Santa Barbara County (CDMG 1989) show no known areas of significant aggregate
resources in the city; most of the city is mapped as containing mineral deposits of unknown
significance, and a small portion of the city is mapped as having no significant deposits (Jones and
Stokes 2006).

Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact on mineral resources would be expected to occur if the proposed project
resulted in any of the impacts noted in the checklist above.

Project-Specific Impacts
a., b. There are no known mineral resources of importance to the region or the state onsite, and the
project site is not designated under the City’s GP/CLUP as an important mineral resource recovery
site. Due to the lack of mineral resources on the project site, the proposed project would have no
impact on known mineral resources.
Cumulative Impacts
The proposed project would not affect mineral resources and, therefore, the project’s contribution
to cumulative mineral resource impacts would not be considerable.
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Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
Residual Impact
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) on Mineral Resources would remain less
than significant as a result of project implementation.
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12 Noise
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project result in any of the following impacts?
a. Exposure of persons to or generation of
noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or
noise ordinance, or applicable standards of
other agencies

□

□

■

□

b. Exposure of persons to or generation of
excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels

□

□

■

□

A substantial permanent increase in
ambient noise levels above those existing
prior to implementation of the project

□

□

■

□

d. A substantial temporary or periodic
increase in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above those existing prior
to implementation of the project

□

□

■

□

e. For a project located in an airport land use
plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public
airport or public use airport, would the
project expose people residing or working
in the project area to excessive noise levels

□

□

□

■

For a project near a private airstrip, would
it expose people residing or working in the
project area to excessive noise

□

□

□

■

c.

f.

Existing Setting
Overview of Sound Measurement
Noise level (or volume) is generally measured in decibels (dB) using the A-weighted sound pressure
level (dBA). The A-weighting scale is an adjustment to the actual sound pressure levels to be
consistent with that of human hearing response, which is most sensitive to frequencies around
4,000 Hertz (about the highest note on a piano) and less sensitive to low frequencies (below 100
Hertz). In addition to the instantaneous measurement of sound levels, the duration of sound is
important since sounds that occur over a long period of time are more likely to be an annoyance or
cause direct physical damage or environmental stress. One of the most frequently used noise
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metrics that considers both duration and sound pressure level is the equivalent noise level (Leq).
The Leq is defined as the single steady A-weighted level that is equivalent to the same amount of
energy as that contained in the actual fluctuating levels over a period of time. Typically, Leq is
summed over a one-hour period.
The time period in which noise occurs is also important since noise that occurs at night tends to be
more disturbing than that which occurs during the day. Community noise is usually measured using
Day-Night Average Level (DNL), which is the 24-hour average noise level with a 10-dBA penalty for
noise occurring during nighttime (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) hours, or Community Noise Equivalent Level
(CNEL), which is the 24-hour average noise level with a 5 dBA penalty for noise occurring from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m. and a 10 dBA penalty for noise occurring from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. Noise levels
described by DNL and CNEL usually do not differ by more than 1 dBA. In practice, CNEL and DNL are
used interchangeably.
The sound pressure level is measured on a logarithmic scale with the 0 dB level based on the lowest
detectable sound pressure level that people can perceive (an audible sound that is not zero sound
pressure level). Decibels cannot be added arithmetically, but rather are added on a logarithmic
basis. Based on the logarithmic scale, a doubling of sound energy is equivalent to an increase of 3 dB
and a sound that is 10 dB less than the ambient sound level would result in a negligible increase
(less than 0.5 dB) in total ambient sound levels. Because of the nature of the human ear, a sound
must be about 10 dB greater than the reference sound to be judged as twice as loud. In general, a 3
dB change in community noise levels is noticeable, while 1-2 dB changes generally are not
perceived. Quiet suburban areas typically have noise levels in the range of 40 to 50 dBA, while those
along arterial streets are in the 50 to 60+ dBA range. Normal conversational levels are in the 60-65
dBA range and ambient noise levels greater than that can interrupt conversations.
Noise levels typically attenuate at a rate of 6 dB per doubling of distance from point sources such as
industrial machinery. Noise from lightly traveled roads typically attenuates at a rate of about 4.5 dB
per doubling of distance. Noise from heavily traveled roads typically attenuates at about 3 dB per
doubling of distance.

Current Noise Level
A Noise Survey Technical Report was prepared for this project, and was peer reviewed by Rincon
Consultants, and is included as Appendix G. The existing outdoor ambient sound environment at the
project site was monitored via field survey on August 26 and 27, 2015, which measured the noise
levels at multiple positions inside the boundary of the EGS site and provided quantitative noise level
data and documented observations to help characterize acoustical contributors, events and other
field conditions (See Table 13 for the results of these measurements). Short-term (ST) and long-term
(LT) noise measurements were taken using precision integrating Larson Davis Model LxT1 sound
level meters. The monitored locations were selected to determine the baseline ambient sound
environment attributed by the existing EGS facility (while online or offline), nearby road traffic on
US 101 and local streets, aircraft overflights, nearby rail operations, and other sources of noise
characteristic of the project area. Attended short-duration field measurements and longer duration
unattended monitoring of the noise level at multiple positions inside the boundary of the EGS site
determined that noise from typical EGS operation on a weekday afternoon or evening raises the
outdoor ambient sound level by three to six dBA Leq at microphone positions approximately five
feet above the EGS western property line. This Leq dBA difference is perceptible, but is less than the
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seven dBA change in measured Leq when a train passes by on the nearby tracks that parallel US 101,
or when an aircraft flies overhead.
Additionally, collected measurement data confirmed that nominal operation of EGS for a half-hour
(including startup, “steady state” full load, and ramp-down) on two separate occasions, August 26,
2016 and August 27, 2016 (one during daytime [7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.] hours and one during
evening [7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.] hours) has a negligible (i.e., less than one dBA difference) effect
on the CNEL at representative EGS western and southern property line positions. This is because the
CNEL level is an average of the noise level over the course of the day. Therefore, short term high
level noises have a small impact on the overall CNEL level for an area. Therefore, the CNEL values
calculated from measured data were found to be 60 dBA or less, which complies with the Goleta
General Plan Noise Element threshold for noise-sensitive receivers such as those in the Hideaway
residential community to the west of Las Armas Road that adjoins the EGS western property line.
Non-EGS sounds perceived included the following source types that characterize the existing
outdoor ambient sound environment: nearby road traffic on Highway 101 and local streets, aircraft
overflights, corona noise from overhead electrical conductors, chirping birds, landscaping activities
in nearby neighborhood, ambulance pass-bys, and rail operations on the tracks that parallel
Highway 101.
Table 13 below presents the daytime (7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.), evening (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.) and
nighttime (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.) Leq measured at two positions, the first of which appearing to
have the closest unobstructed noise pathway (hence potentially loudest) to the adjacent residences
to the west. CNEL calculated from the three Leq values is also shown, so that EGS online and offline
conditions can be contrasted.
Table 13 Summary of Existing Outdoor Ambient Sound Level Monitoring Results
Start Date (mm/dd)
& Time (hh:mm)

End Time
(hh/mm)

Leq,
day

Leq,
eve

Leq,
night

CNEL

1

08/26; 12:05

08/27
12:00

55

53

53

60

with EGS online twice

1

08/26; 12:05

08/27
12:00

54

50

53

60

EGS offline*

2

08/26; 11:20

08/27
11:20

53

52

52

59

with EGS online twice

2

08/26; 11:20

08/27;
11:20

53

50

52

59

EGS offline*

Site ID

Notes

* Indicates time period including EGS operations excluded from calculation of acoustical metrics.

Table 13 illustrates that the addition of two approximate half-hour duration EGS operation episodes,
once during the daytime and once during the evening, to the ambient sound environment does not
raise CNEL at either of the measured locations. With EGS operating under such conditions, CNEL at
the EGS property line is within the “normally acceptable” CNEL range for utility land use
compatibility per Table 9-2 of the Goleta General Plan Noise Element.
As shown in Table 13, the highest CNEL measured at the EGS property (at LT-1) is 60 dBA. As sound
attenuates with increased distance, the CNEL at a position west of EGS on the other side of Las
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Armas Road would be expected to be less than 60 dBA, which is compatible with the Goleta General
Plan Noise Element “normally acceptable” noise exposure of 60 dBA CNEL for a noise-sensitive land
use such as a residence.

Thresholds of Significance
A significant noise impact would be expected to occur if the proposed project resulted in any of the
impacts noted in the above checklist. In addition, based on the City’s Environmental Thresholds and
Guidelines Manual, Section 12 Noise Thresholds, the following thresholds are used to determine
whether significant noise impacts would occur:
T N-1

A development that would generate noise levels in excess of 65 dBA CNEL and could
affect sensitive receptors would generally be presumed to have a significant impact.

T N-2

Outdoor living areas of noise sensitive uses that are subject to noise levels in excess of
65 dBA CNEL would generally be presumed to be significantly impacted by ambient
noise. A significant impact would also generally occur where interior noise levels cannot
be reduced to 45 dBA CNEL or less.

T N-3

A project would generally have a significant effect on the environment if it would
increase substantially the ambient noise levels for noise sensitive receptors in adjoining
areas. Per Threshold 1 above, this may generally be presumed to occur when ambient
noise levels affecting sensitive receptors are increased to 65 dBA CNEL or more.
However, a significant affect may also occur when ambient noise levels affecting
sensitive receptors increase substantially but remain less than 65 dBA CNEL, as
determined on a case-by-case level.

T N-4

Noise from grading and construction activity proposed within 1,600 feet of sensitive
receptors, including schools, residential development, commercial lodging facilities,
hospitals or care facilities, would generally result in a potentially significant impact.
According to EPA guidelines, the average construction noise is 95 dBA at a 50- foot
distance from the source. A six dBA drop occurs with a doubling of the distance from
the source. Therefore, locations within 1,600 feet of the construction site would be
affected by noise levels over 65 dBA. Construction within 1,600 feet of sensitive
receptors on weekdays outside of the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and on weekends
would generally be presumed to have a significant effect. Noise attenuation barriers and
muffling of grading equipment may also be required. Construction equipment
generating noise levels above 95 dBA may require additional mitigation.

With regard to T N-3, the term “substantial increase” is not defined in the Thresholds Manual. The
limit of perceptibility by humans in a laboratory environment is around 1.5 dBA. Under outdoor
conditions, people generally do not perceive that the noise level has clearly changed until there is a
three dBA difference. In this context, a threshold of three dBA is commonly used to define
“substantial increase.” Therefore, for purposes of this analysis, an increase of three dBA CNEL in
traffic noise would be considered a significant impact. Increases of three dBA require a doubling of
traffic volumes on already noise-impacted roadways. Projects usually do not, by themselves, cause
traffic volumes to double. Offsite traffic noise impacts are therefore almost always cumulative in
nature rather than individually significant.
Responses to thresholds T N-1 through T N-4 are included in the Project-Specific Impacts discussion
below and are noted by reference to the threshold identifier.
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Project-Specific Impacts
a. While the project site is located approximately 250 feet from the nearest residences, the site is
also visually obstructed from the residences by the existing EGS, and is situated inside existing eightfoot high concrete walls, which would provide noise-reducing barrier or “shielding” effects (Figure
2). Additionally, as shown in Figure 8, the project construction timeframes for these heavy
equipment activities would be brief and would occur at small intervals over the project 16 to 20
week construction timeframe, primarily during the first few weeks of site preparation and
earthwork. Therefore, construction noise impacts would be temporary and less than significant so
long as construction activities occur on weekdays and within the allowable 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
timeframe.
During operation, the battery storage system would store and discharge electrical energy from the
grid in an electrochemical process. The primary source of the noise from the battery storage system
would be from the power control system (PCS) enclosure ventilation fans and battery storage
module HVAC systems. The batteries and inverters make very little noise and are fully enclosed.
When operating at full power, the ventilation fans and HVAC systems would cycle on and off. The
following noise profiles were provided by the battery storage system vendor:



Near-field noise limit profile: Near field noise would be limited to 85 dBA at a distance of three
feet from any component.
Far-field noise limit profile: At maximum rating with all equipment in service, the far-field noise
would be 57 dBA at a distance of 250 feet from the outline of the battery storage system.

Both near-field and far-field noise testing would be performed in conjunction with project
commissioning. The potential sound levels from the battery storage system were analyzed based on
the vendor-provided anticipated sound levels and the existing structural enclosures formed by the
EGS architectural enclosure and the perimeter wall. The new equipment may be audible outside the
perimeter wall during quiet periods. However, as sound attenuates with increased distance, and
accounting for noise-reducing barrier effect or shielding as provided by the existing intervening EGS
structural features, the CNEL from battery storage system operation at the nearest offsite sensitive
receptor (residences approximately 250 feet west of the project site) would be expected to be less
than 60 dBA, which is compatible with the Goleta General Plan Noise Element threshold of 60 dBA
CNEL for a noise-sensitive land use such as a residence. Therefore, no additional attenuation would
be required. (T N-1, T N-2, T N-3)
b. As described above, project construction would result in temporary intervals of construction
equipment usage during the approximately 16 to 20 week construction timeframe. Vibration and
ground-borne noise resulting from limited equipment usage would be minimal and would
substantially attenuate with distance such that impacts at sensitive receptors would be less than
significant.
c. As discussed above, the battery storage system would operate at low noise levels that are
expected to be comparable with and less than existing measured outdoor ambient sound levels.
Due to the logarithmic nature of noise, noise from a source has to double to cause a three dBA
increase. Therefore the project would have to cause the same amount of noise as the existing use to
cause a three dBA increase in noise on the site. Since the project consists of a battery storage
facility, inside a wall, it would not make the same level of noise as the existing EGS facility.
Therefore, impacts with respect to a permanent increase in ambient noise level would be less than
significant.
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d. Project construction would result in temporary noise increases due to use of limited heavy
construction equipment, which would not result in substantial increase to ambient noise levels.
As analyzed previously, operation of the project would not be expected to result in substantial
temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels above existing conditions.
The construction site is less than 1,600 feet from the nearest sensitive receptor (250 feet from the
nearest residence and 900 feet from the Ellwood Elementary School facilities; therefore shortconstruction noise impacts from heavy equipment use could exceed the City of Goleta’s 65 dBA
threshold as listed in Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines Manual, Section 12 Noise
Thresholds, item 4. However, the work would occur with the existing concrete perimeter wall and
adjoining EGS structure. These structures would provide substantial noise shielding during
temporary construction activities. Impacts would be less than significant. (T N-4)
e. The closest airport to the project site is the Santa Barbara Municipal Airport, which is located
approximately 2.4 miles east of the project, and the project would not result in new long-term
residents or occupants. The project site is not located within an airport land use plan or within two
miles of an airport. No impact would occur.
f. The project site is not located near of a private airstrip. No impact would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
Based on the project site inside the enclosed perimeter wall and the very low potential noisegenerating equipment, the project’s contribution to cumulative noise impacts would not be
considerable.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
Residual Impact
No residual impacts related to potential noise impacts are identified.
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13 Population and Housing
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project result in any of the following impacts?
a. Induce substantial population growth in an
area, either directly (e.g., by proposing
new homes and businesses) or indirectly
(e.g., through extension of roads or other
infrastructure)

□

□

□

■

b. Displace substantial amounts of existing
housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere

□

□

□

■

□

□

□

■

c.

Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere

Existing Setting
The project site does not have any housing units and is primarily developed with the existing EGS.

Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact on population and housing would be expected to occur if the proposed project
resulted in any of the impacts noted in the above checklist.

Project-Specific Impacts
a. The proposed project would be an unmanned facility that would not induce substantial
population growth in the area either directly or indirectly. Workers would be present onsite during
short-term temporary construction activities. Once operational, the battery storage facility would
be unmanned with workers anticipated only for intermittent maintenance activities. Therefore, no
impact would occur.
b., c. The proposed project would not displace any existing housing units or require the
displacement of any people. Because the project would not necessitate the construction of
replacement housing, no impact would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
The proposed project would not displace any existing housing, nor would it develop new housing or
result in an increased demand for existing housing. Therefore, the project’s contribution to
cumulative impacts on population and housing would not be considerable.
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Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
Residual Impact
Residual impacts on population growth and the area’s housing supply, as well as the project’s
contribution to such cumulative impacts would be less than significant (population) or non- existent
(displacement).
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14 Public Service
Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

□

□

■

□

1. Fire protection

□

□

■

□

2. Police protection

□

□

■

□

3. Schools

□

□

■

□

4. Parks

□

□

■

□

5. Other public facilities

□

□

■

□

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Would the project result in any of the following impacts?
a. Would the project result in substantial
adverse physical impacts associated with
the provision of new or physically altered
governmental facilities, or the need for
new or physically altered governmental
facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental impacts, in
order to maintain acceptable service ratios,
response times or other performance
objectives for any of the public services:

Existing Setting
Fire Protection
Goleta receives fire protection and related services from the Santa Barbara County Fire Protection
District (Fire Department), a regional agency providing service to unincorporated and incorporated
territory in Santa Barbara County. The Fire Department was formed in 1957 and is governed by the
Fire Protection District Law of 1987 (Health and Safety Code §§ 13800, et seq.) The nearest fire
station to the project site is located approximately two miles to the south east at 6901 Frey Way,
near the intersection of Hollister Avenue and Storke Road in Goleta. Response time to the project
site is approximately five to seven minutes. A new fire station (Station 10) is planned to be
constructed at 7952 Hollister Avenue, across the street from Sandpiper Golf Club and adjacent to
the Hideaway residential development approximately 0.4 mile from the EGS and proposed project
site.

Police Protection
Police services are provided to Goleta through a contract with the Santa Barbara County Sheriff’s
Department. Assigned officers are considered city police and use vehicles identified by the City of
Goleta logo. Law enforcement services include 24-hour police patrol for traffic enforcement,
accident investigation, vehicle abatement, and parking control, as well as detective services for
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special investigations. Specialized functions through the Santa Barbara County Sheriff’s Department
are provided as needed. These specialized services include K-9, mounted unit patrol, search and
rescue, hostage negotiations, intelligence gathering, special enforcement (SWAT) team, dive team,
mobile command unit, hazardous devices team, internal affairs investigation, organized crime/gang
intelligence unit, polygraph services, reserve forces, fugitive/warrant detail, and helicopter/fixed
wing patrol. There are also services available for special events and/or natural disaster response
(Jones and Stokes 2006).

Public Schools
In Goleta and remainder of the Goleta Valley, public education services are provided by the Goleta
Union School District (GUSD) and the Santa Barbara High School District (SBHSD). The nearest school
is Ellwood Elementary School, located on Hollister Avenue about 0.25 mile east of Las Armas Road.

Parks
A variety of public parks exist in and around the city, with the closest public park to the project site
being Ellwood Mesa Open Space and Sperling Preserve, with public parking located south of
Hollister Avenue, just east of Las Armas Road. Other nearby recreation resources include Sandpiper
Golf Course, located south of Hollister Avenue near Hollister Avenue/Cathedral Oaks Road
interchange; coastal access at Haskell’s Beach located on Hollister Avenue near the Bacara Resort,
west of the Hollister Avenue/Cathedral Oaks Road interchange; and a designated Class II bicycle trail
along Hollister Avenue.

Library Services
Services at the Goleta Public Library are provided by contract with the City of Santa Barbara in a
facility owned by the City of Goleta at 500 North Fairview Avenue. The two-acre library site includes
a 15,437-square-foot building and parking areas. This facility provides services for the city and
nearby unincorporated areas (Jones and Stokes 2006).

Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact on public services would be expected to occur if the proposed project resulted
in any of the impacts noted in the above checklist. In addition, the Environmental Thresholds and
Guidelines Manual includes thresholds of significance for potential impacts on area schools.
Specifically, under these thresholds, any project that
T PS-1 would result in enough students to generate the need for an additional classroom using
current State standards would be considered to result in a significant impact on area schools. As
described in the Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines Manual, current State standards are as
follows:




Kindergarten through Grade 2: 20 students per classroom
Grades 3 through 8: 29 students per classroom
Grades 9 through 12: 28 students per classroom

Responses to thresholds T PS-1 is included in the Project-Specific Impacts discussion below and is
noted by reference to the threshold identifier.
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Project-Specific Impacts
a. The proposed project is an unmanned battery storage facility that does not include housing (with
associated population growth) that could generate increased demand for public services. The
project site is currently used for energy uses and would continue to do so with the proposed
project. See Section 8, Hazards and Hazardous Materials for a discussion of fire response to
potential emergencies on the site. No new or physically altered government facilities are proposed
as part of the project. Therefore, project impacts on public services would be less than significant.
Impacts to parks are discussed in the Recreation Section.
The proposed project is an unmanned battery storage facility that does not include housing (with
associated population growth) that could generate increased demand for library or other public
services. Therefore, project impacts would be less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
The proposed project is an infill project that would add a battery storage facility to the existing EGS
site. The facility would be unmanned and does not include housing (with associated population
growth) that could generate increased demand for public services. The project is currently used for
energy uses and would continue to do so with the proposed project. Therefore, the project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts related to public services would not be considerable.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
Residual Impact
No residual project-specific impacts on public services would occur.
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15 Recreation
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project result in any of the following impacts?
a. Would the project increase the use of
existing neighborhood and regional parks
or other recreational facilities such that
substantial physical deterioration of the
facility would occur or be accelerated

□

□

■

□

b. Does the project include recreational
facilities or require the construction or
expansion of recreational facilities which
might have an adverse physical effect on
the environment

□

□

■

□

Existing Setting
The project is located on an existing public utilities site in western Goleta. Nearby recreational
resources include the Ellwood Mesa Open Space land preserve and related public parking located
south of Hollister Avenue and across from Ellwood Elementary School; Sandpiper Golf Course,
located south of Hollister Avenue near Hollister Avenue/Cathedral Oaks Road interchange; coastal
access at Haskell’s Beach located on Hollister Avenue near the Bacara Resort, west of the Hollister
Avenue/Cathedral Oaks Road interchange; and a designated Class II bicycle trail along Hollister
Avenue. Various other parks and recreational facilities are located throughout Goleta and
unincorporated Santa Barbara County west of Goleta.

Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact on recreation would occur if the proposed project resulted in any of the
impacts noted in the above checklist.

Project-Specific Impacts
a., b. The proposed project is an unmanned battery storage facility and does not include housing
that could result in increased demand for park and recreational facilities. No recreational facilities
are included in the project nor would it require the expansion of existing recreational facilities that
could have an adverse impact on the environment. Therefore, potential project impacts on parks
and recreational facilities are less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
The proposed project would not impact existing recreational facilities, add recreational facilities or
generate substantial increased demand for park and recreational facilities. Therefore, the project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts on park and recreational facilities would not be considerable.
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Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
Residual Impact
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) on Recreation would remain less than
significant as a result of project implementation.
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16 Transportation/Traffic
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project result in any of the following impacts?
a. Cause an increase in traffic which is
substantial in relation to the existing traffic
load and capacity of the street system (i.e.,
result in a substantial increase in either the
number of vehicle trips, the volume to
capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at
intersections)?

□

□

■

□

b. Exceed, either individually or cumulatively,
a level of service standard established by
the county congestion management
agency for designated roads or highways?

□

□

■

□

Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance
or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the
circulation system, taking into account all
modes of transportation including mass
transit and non-motorized travel and
relevant components of the circulation
system, including but not limited to
intersections, streets, highways and
freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths,
and mass transit?

□

□

■

□

d. Conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including but not
limited to level of service standards and
travel demand measures, or other
standards established by the county
congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways?

□

□

■

□

e. Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic levels
or a change in location that results in
substantial safety risks?

□

□

□

■

c.
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Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

□

□

□

■

g. Result in inadequate emergency access?

□

□

■

□

h. Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit,
bikeways, or pedestrian facilities, or
otherwise substantially decrease the
performance or safety of such facilities?

□

□

■

□

Potentially
Significant
Impact

f.

Substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible
uses (e.g., farm equipment)?

Existing Setting
The property is located on Las Armas Road, a dead-end north-south street located north of Hollister
Avenue in western Goleta. Las Armas Road also provides access to the recently constructed
Hideaway residential neighborhood. Other urban development near the site includes the Ellwood
Elementary School, Sandpiper Golf Course, and commercial and residential uses along Hollister
Avenue east of Las Armas Road. The street network generally affected by the project is bound by Las
Armas Road to the west, Hollister Avenue to the south, and Glen Annie/Storke Roads to the east.
Sidewalks exist along the project frontage on Las Armas Road and Hollister Avenue west of Las
Armas Road. The nearest Santa Barbara Metropolitan Transit District (MTD) bus stop is located on
Hollister Avenue near Viajero Drive, one block east of the intersection with Las Armas Road.
The project site is served by a network of city streets and US 101. Access to the project site is
provided from Las Armas Road via Hollister Avenue. At the intersection of Las Armas Road, Hollister
Avenue is one lane in each direction. Travelling eastbound, Hollister Avenue has one through lane, a
left turn pocket at the entrance to Las Armas Road. Travelling westbound, there are no turn pocket
improvements at the entrance to Las Armas Road. A bike lane exists in both directions on Hollister
Avenue.
US 101 is a four-lane, north-south interstate highway that connects the City of Goleta to Santa
Barbara, Carpinteria, and Ventura to the south and Buellton, Lompoc, and Santa Maria to the north.
Hollister Avenue is a four-lane arterial that is the primary east-west route through the city south of
the freeway.

Thresholds of Significance
A significant project generated traffic impact would be expected to occur if the proposed project
resulted in any of the impacts noted in the above checklist. Additional thresholds of significance are
set forth in the City’s Environmental Thresholds and Guidelines Manual and include the following:
T T-1
Traffic generated by the proposed project would increase the volume to capacity (V/C)
ratio at local intersections by the values provided in Table 14.
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T T-2

The project’s access to a major road or arterial road would require access that would
create an unsafe situation, a new traffic signal, or major revisions to an existing traffic
signal.

T T-3

The project would add traffic to a roadway that has design features (e.g., narrow width,
road-side ditches, sharp curves, poor sight distance, inadequate pavement structure)
that would become potential safety problems with the addition of project traffic.

T T-4

Project traffic would utilize a substantial portion of an intersection’s capacity where the
intersection is currently operating at acceptable levels of service (A-C) but with
cumulative traffic would degrade to or approach level of service (LOS) D (V/C 0.80) or
lower. Substantial is defined as a minimum change of 0.03 for intersections which would
operate from 0.80 to 0.85, a change of 0.02 for an intersection which would operate
from 0.86 to 0.90, and a change of 0.01 for an intersection which would operate greater
than 0.90 (LOS E or worse).

Table 14 Significant Changes in Levels of Service
Intersection Level of Service (Including Project)

Increase in V/C or Trips Greater Than

LOS A

0.20

LOS B

0.15

LOS C

0.10

LOS D

15 trips

LOS E

10 trips

LOS F

5 trips

The City of Goleta’s roadway impact threshold defines a significant impact if a project would
increase traffic volumes by more than one percent (either project-specific or project contribution to
cumulative impacts) on a roadway that currently exceeds its Acceptable Capacity or its forecast to
exceed its Acceptable Capacity under cumulative conditions.
Responses to thresholds T T-1 through T T-4 are included in the Project-Specific Impacts discussion
below and are noted by reference to the threshold identifier.

Project Specific Impacts
a.-d. The proposed project would not increase traffic capacity or otherwise cause a substantial
increase in traffic relative to existing conditions, would not exceed individually or cumulatively a
level of service standard, or conflict with a congestion management plan or other applicable plans,
policies or ordinances established for the performance of the circulation system. The proposed
project is an unmanned battery storage facility that would not generate frequent daily vehicle trips
as part of long term operations.
Construction trips would occur over a 16 to 20-week period. Construction vehicles would access the
site via the US 101/Cathedral Oaks Road interchange, Hollister Avenue, and Las Armas Road.
Vehicles would enter the existing secure EGS gate at Las Armas Road. Trip generation would entail:


One-time mobilization and demobilization of heavy equipment (e.g., excavator, backhoe) at the
start and end of earthwork or other construction stage, as needed
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One-time delivery of the major battery storage system equipment components
Up to 15 worker vehicles per day (average) over 16 to 20 weeks during sequential phases of
work (civil, erection, and electrical)
Up to two worker vehicles per day, up to seven days per week, for five weeks for site
commissioning. Commissioning vehicle trips would originate from NRG’s Mandalay Generating
Station in Oxnard (approximately 95 miles round-trip).

No vehicle parking would occur on Las Armas Road or other surface streets unless necessary to
complete a specific construction task (e.g., electrical interconnection to the SCE power lines).
After commissioning and during the operational life of the project most routine inspections of the
battery storage system would occur concurrently with EGS inspections and maintenance (i.e., with
no incremental vehicle trips). Additional incremental vehicle trips specifically for inspection of the
battery storage system would typically occur only one time per year. However, for the purpose of
this assessment, a more conservative estimate of one inspection event per quarter (four vehicle
trips per year) is used. Routine inspection vehicle trips would originate from NRG’s Mandalay
Generating Station in Oxnard (approximately 95 miles round-trip). Due to the fact that the trips
would not occur on a daily basis, and the number of trips would be minimal, impacts would be less
than significant.
e. The proposed project would not result in a change in air traffic patterns including either an
increase in traffic levels or a change in location that results in a substantial safety risk. The proposed
project represents an infill project on the same parcel as the EGS and does not include changes to
the existing circulation network. No changes to air traffic patterns would result from the proposed
project. Therefore, no project airport related impacts would result.
f. The proposed project would not substantially increase driving hazards due to a design feature or
incompatible uses. Access to and from the project site from Las Armas Road would remain the
same. No changes to the existing circulation network are proposed. The proposed project
represents an infill project on the same parcel as the EGS and would continue to be used for energy
uses with the proposed project. Therefore, project impact would be less than significant.
g. Adequate emergency vehicle access is available to the site and this access would not be modified
by the proposed battery storage project.
h. The proposed project would not conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding
public transit, bicycle or pedestrian facilities or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of
such facilities. Access to and from the site from Las Armas Road would remain the same. No changes
to existing bike lanes or sidewalks are proposed. The proposed project represents an infill project on
the same parcel as the EGS and does not include changes to the existing circulation network. The
Metropolitan Transit District provides bus passenger service to the city and would continue to do so
with the proposed project. Bus Line 25 has stops nearest to the project site on Hollister Avenue
(MTD 2015). Therefore, project impact would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts
The project area has recently experienced and continues to experience increased urbanization
compared to past years when the project area had been surrounded in open space or lower
intensity uses. In particular the recently constructed Hideaway residential community (partially
constructed in a former open space) and the under construction assisted living facility in a vacant
parking lot have increased the number or present and planned residents in the nearby parcels and
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associated traffic. The planned fire station would further urbanize the project area, additional traffic
to the project area road network.
The proposed battery storage system would require short-term construction-related traffic over a
16 to 20-week period, and then a very low volume of utility truck and passenger vehicle trips for
routine inspections and maintenance. Construction-related heavy equipment deliveries and
oversized vehicles would avoid entering and exiting Las Armas Road during a.m. and p.m. peak
hours. Therefore, given the current and projected traffic volumes, and the low volume of new trips
associated the project, the proposed project’s contribution to potential cumulative impact to
transportation and traffic conditions would not be considerable.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
Residual Impacts
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) on Transportation/Traffic would remain less
than significant.
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17 Tribal Cultural Resources
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural
resource, defined in a Public Resources Code section 21074 as either a site, feature, place,
cultural landscape that is geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the landscape,
sacred place, or object with cultural value to a California Native American tribe, and that is:
a. Listed or eligible for listing in the
California Register of Historical
Resources, or in a local register of
historical resources as defined in Public
Resources Code section 5020.1(k), or

□

■

□

□

b. A resource determined by the lead
agency, in its discretion and supported by
substantial evidence, to be significant
pursuant to criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public Resources Cod
Section 2024.1. In applying the criteria
set forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1, the lead
agency shall consider the significant of
the resource to a California Native
American tribe.

□

■

□

□

Existing Setting
The project site has been previously disturbed. The City of Goleta General Plan does not recognize
any historical or cultural resources in the project site according to Appendix D Cultural Resources
Survey (City of Goleta 2006).

Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact on tribal cultural resources would be expected to occur if the proposed project
resulted in any of the impacts noted in the checklist above.

Project-Specific Impacts
a., b. Tribal cultural resources are defined in Public Resources Code 21074 as sites, features,
places, cultural landscapes, sacred places, and objects with cultural value to a California Native
American tribe that are either:



Included or determined to be eligible for inclusion in the California Register of Historical
Resources
Included in a local register of historical resources as defined in subdivision (k) of Section 5020.1
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AB 52 consultation letters were sent out to 2 tribal councils based on a list provided by the Native
American Heritage Commission. The letters were sent via certified mail on March 24, 2017. Copies
of the letters have been included as Appendix H to this Initial Study. No response letters have been
received to date (June 2017). The project involves limited ground disturbing activity within an
existing power generating facility. No structures listed or eligible for listing are present on the
project site. The project site has been previously disturbed and graded. There are no known
archaeological resources on the site. No known burial sites have been identified within in the
project site. Minimal grading could be required prior to installation of the project. Although the
likelihood of encountering isolated archaeological resources is very low, mitigation measure CR-1 is
required in the unlikely event the proposed construction activities encounter remains. Impacts to
tribal resources would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts
The proposed project would not contribute to any cumulative permanent adverse impacts on tribal
cultural resources. No undeveloped land would be developed by the project.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measure CR-1 would ensure that impacts to tribal resources would be less than
significant.
Residual Impacts
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) on Tribal Cultural Resources would be less
than significant.
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18 Utilities and Service Systems
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project result in any of the following impacts?
a. Exceed wastewater treatment requirements
of the applicable Regional Water Quality
Control Board

□

□

□

■

b. Require or result in the construction of new
water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects

□

□

□

■

Require or result in the construction of new
storm water drainage facilities or expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of
which could cause significant environmental
effects

□

□

□

■

d. Have sufficient water supplies available to
serve the project from existing entitlements
and resources, or are new or expanded
entitlements needed

□

□

□

■

e. Result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider which serves or may
serve the project that it has adequate
capacity to serve the project’s projected
demand in addition to the provider’s
existing commitments

□

□

□

■

Be served by a landfill with sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs

□

□

■

□

g. Comply with federal, state, and local
statutes and regulations related to solid
waste

□

□

■

□

c.

f.

Existing Setting
Water Supply and Wastewater Treatment
The project is located in the service districts of the Goleta Water District (GWD) and the Goleta West
Sanitary District (GWSD). Treatment of wastewater collected by GWSD is provided through a
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contract with the Goleta Sanitary District (GSD). The existing EGS facility includes water and sanitary
hookups to these services for use by maintenance personnel during regular facility inspections and
maintenance. The office building contains a washroom and shop area with floor drains, sinks, and
toilet that connect with a four-inch sewer line to the street sanitary sewer facilities.
Bottled water is delivered to the site for drinking purposes. Water consumption and wastewater
volumes would be low due to the infrequent presence and low number of personnel at the facility.
When the EGS is operational, demineralized water is trucked to the site and stored in onsite tanks
for use in air pollution (NOX) emissions control. NOX emissions control injection water is normally
consumed in the combustion process without any waste by-product. Any leaks that occur in the
engine bay area or injection water pump skid are drained to the Oily Waste Tank. This tank is
inspected monthly, and when necessary it is emptied manually with a vacuum truck.
Landfill Capacity and Solid Waste
The Santa Barbara County Public Works Department owns and operates the Tajiguas Landfill as well
as the South Coast Recycling and Transfer Station. The management of solid waste by the
Department includes collection, recycling, disposal, and mitigation for illegal dumping. In the city,
collection services are provided by Marborg Industries. Waste generated in the city is handled at the
South Coast Recycling and Transfer Station where recyclable and organic materials are sorted out.
The remaining solid waste is disposed of at the Tajiguas Landfill. The 80-acre Tajiguas Landfill,
located 13 miles west of the project site, has a permitted capacity of 23.3 million cubic yards and is
permitted to operate through 2020 (Jones and Stokes 2006).
Drainage Facilities
The battery storage location is presently gravel surfaced and most of remainder of the property
outside the generation plant structure is a paved parking area, with limited landscaping around the
site perimeter. Drainage inside the battery storage area infiltrates onsite. Runoff on the paved areas
sheet flows to an onsite drainage channel along the western and southern perimeter to the
southeastern corner of the site. Runoff is then directed to the southeast corner of the parcel where
it infiltrates onsite.

Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact on utilities and service systems would be expected to occur if the proposed
project resulted in any of the impacts noted in the above checklist.

Project Specific Impacts
a. The project site is located within the jurisdiction of the Central Coast Regional Water Quality
Control Board. The proposed project is an infill project on the same parcel as the existing EGS. The
proposed battery storage project is an unmanned facility that would not require new or expanded
municipal water or wastewater services. Therefore, no project impact related to wastewater would
result.
b., e. The proposed battery storage project is an unmanned facility that would not require new or
expanded municipal water or wastewater services. Therefore, no project impact would result.
c. The proposed battery storage trailer unit and related equipment would be located inside the
existing EGS site and stormwater drainage would be controlled onsite. No new or expanded
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stormwater drainage facilities would be required. Therefore, no project impacts related to
stormwater drainage facilities would result.
d. Currently bottled drinking water is used onsite and water for emissions control at the existing EGS
is trucked in as needed. No new or expanded water service would be needed for the proposed
battery storage project. Therefore, no project impacts related to water supply would result.
f.-g. The proposed project would comply with federal, state, and local solid waste requirements.
Waste generation associated with the project would primarily be limited to short-term temporary
construction of the battery storage foundations and external appurtenances. Project construction
wastes such as excess wood, concrete, and metal would be recycled or reused to the extent
feasible. The proposed project would be an unmanned facility that would not generate waste on a
routine basis as part of long-term operations and maintenance. Therefore, project solid waste
impacts would be less than significant. To further reduce potential impacts to waste handling
facilities, construction and maintenance debris and waste materials would be recycled to the extent
practical.
Cumulative Impacts
The project would not result in an increase in demands on water supply, sewage treatment capacity
or the storm drain system. Therefore, the project would not contribute to cumulative impacts on
the GWD’s water supply, GWSD’s sewage treatment capacity, or the city storm drain system.
Small quantities of solid waste generated during initial construction and routine maintenance and
repairs would be well below the City’s established threshold of 40 tons/year (after receiving a 50
percent credit for source reduction and recycling), and would therefore not result in an adverse
contribution to cumulative impacts on the Tajiguas Landfill or other waste handling facilities.
Construction and maintenance debris and waste materials would be recycled to the extent practical.
Existing sanitary facilities and potable water sources would be used during construction and
operations.
Required/Recommended Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
Residual Impacts
Residual impacts (either project-specific or cumulative) on Utilities and Public Services would remain
less than significant as a result of project implementation.
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19 Mandatory Findings of Significance
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

a. Does the project have the potential to
degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish
or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining
levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or
animal community, substantially reduce
the number or restrict the range of a rare
or endangered plant or animal or
eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or
prehistory?

□

■

□

□

b. Does the project have impacts that are
individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? (“Cumulatively
considerable” means that the incremental
effects of a project are considerable when
viewed in connection with the effects of
past projects, the effects of other current
projects, and the effects of probable
future projects)?

□

□

■

□

□

□

■

□

c.

Does the project have environmental
effects which would cause substantial
adverse effects on human beings, either
directly or indirectly?

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

a. The proposed project has the potential to adversely affect the nesting birds. However,
implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 and BIO-2 would reduce these impacts to a less than
significant level. In coordination with the Santa Barbara County Fire Department and the City of
Goleta, the existing facility contingency plans, including the Hazardous Materials Business Plan and
Emergency Response Plan would be updated with appropriate plans and procedures to address
battery storage system safety components. As a precaution, a Soil Management Plan would need to
be developed and implemented to address any existing hazardous soil conditions that could be
encountered during facility installation. This measure is included as Mitigation Measure HAZ-2. The
proposed project would not impair or eliminate any known prehistoric or historic resources. Impacts
on unknown cultural resources would be less than significant with implementation of Mitigation
Measure CR-1 due to the limited area and excavation of the project.
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b. All potential environmental impacts of the project have been determined in this Initial Study to
have either no impact, a less than significant impact, or a less than significant impact with mitigation
incorporated. In connection with the effects of any past projects, current projects, and provable
future projects, the proposed project would have less than significant cumulative impacts (i.e.,
impacts would not be cumulatively considerable).
c. In general, impacts to human beings are associated with air quality, hazards and hazardous
materials, and noise impacts. All impacts related to these would be less than significant.
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